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ABSTRACT

 This thesis reports an annotation on Chinese modal expressions in Chinese Treebank (CHTB) 

4.0, with eleven attributes that may affect the reading of modal expressions. The annotated data 

provide distributional information about modality types and attributes of Chinese modal 

expressions, signaling terms that determine modality types, and training data for the modality 

type disambiguation. With the annotated data, this thesis presents a supervised machine learning 

experiment on the modality type disambiguation of Chinese modal expressions. This 

disambiguation is based on Priority and Non-Priority classification, using three algorithms: 

Naive Bayes, maximum entropy, and decision tree, and features extracted from surrounding 

words as well as annotated data. The results show that maximum entropy has the best 

performance among the three algorithms. In addition, among the features that are used to train 

the classifiers, features extracted from annotated data achieve the highest accuracy in predicting 

the modality type of Chinese modal expressions, which is 0.9383.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The ambiguity of modal expressions is a major obstacle to natural language processing 

(NLP). For instance, the meaning of the word must can vary greatly depending on the contexts. 

In sentences like he must be lost, the event lost modified by the modal word must is not 

necessarily a fact, but it is highly probable. While in sentences like he must leave, the modal 

word must tells us nothing about whether the event leave will happen or not. The ambiguity of 

modal expressions like must obviously presents a serious challenge for computers that need to 

analyze natural language with modal expressions.  

 To facilitate the understanding of modal expressions, researchers have attempted to classify 

the notion of modality into different types. These “modality types”, despite the lack of 

unanimous agreement on a single method of classification, are useful tools for computers to learn 

modality. Returning to the example of must, he must be lost is an “epistemic” expression 

pertaining to predictions about possibility. On the other hand, he must leave is a “deontic” 

expression pertaining to obligation or permission. Therefore, in order to overcome the challenges 

that modal ambiguity presents to NLP, a system that can automatically discern modality types is 

necessary.  

 It is the intention of this thesis to develop such a system for Chinese model expressions. The 

development of such a system is best conducted through supervised machine learning, teaching 

computers the syntactic structures and semantic interpretations of modality types in real speech. 

This thesis gathered Chinese speech materials in the form of sentences from CHTB 4.0. Then 

these materials were subjugated to annotation, which selects those sentences with modal 
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expressions, marks the modality types and identifies the determining attributes, such as prejacent, 

source and background. The distributional information about modality types provides the 

majority class baseline of the automatic disambiguation. Signaling terms that are extracted from 

these attributes, such as think or require, which are most likely associated with a particular 

modality type, are selected to form different feature sets. Irrelevant terms are sifted out. These 

feature sets are used as the training data of supervised machine learning, telling computers which 

modality type is the most likely choice based on the presence of features in a given sentence. The 

computer analyzes these features via specific algorithms. For the purpose of this study, three 

different algorithms were used: Naive Bayes, maximum entropy and decision tree. Eventually, 

the “trained computer” will be able to automatically detect relevant features in a Chinese 

sentence and understand its modal expression based on the modality type it identifies. 

 The systems this thesis produced show more than 93% accuracy in discerning modality types 

in Chinese. 

 This thesis is divided into five sections. Section 2 contains a review of existing literature on 

linguistic theories on modality, efforts on annotating modal expressions, and computational 

experiments on modality sense tagging. Section 3 describes the process of the annotation and the 

evaluation of the results. Section 4 reports the distributional information of modality types and 

values of other attributes. Section 5 analyzes the signaling terms for different modality types. 

Section 6 demonstrates the results of the classifier systems trained by the three different 

algorithms and the signaling terms discussed in Section 5.   
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 This thesis relies on linguistic theories on modality and previous computational experiments 

on modality type disambiguation.  This section reviews literatures from both fields. 

 

2.1 Modality 

2.1.1 Definition 

The linguistic study of modality is closely connected to a kind of formal logic called modal 

logic, including alethic modes (i.e., modes of truth), epistemic modes (i.e., modes of knowing), 

deontic modes (i.e., modes of obligation), existential modes (i.e., modes of existence) etc. 

(Wright, 1951). In linguistics, the study of modality focuses on the syntactic and semantic 

characteristics of words or expressions that convey modal meanings. According to Bybee and 

Fleischman (1995), modality is a semantic domain that adds “semantic nuances” to the “most 

neutral” statements types such as factual and declarative. Portner (2009) defined modality as “a 

linguistic phenomenon whereby grammar allows one to say things about, or on the basis of, 

situations which need not to be real.”  For the purpose of supervised machine learning, modality 

is defined through signaling terms that suggest alternative meanings to simple statements of 

absolute fact, such as may for possibility, must for estimation, order for command or allow for 

permission. It is impossible to represent the meaning of modality through an algorithm. 

Computers understand modality by learning an exhaustive list of these signaling terms -- modal 

expressions. 
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2.1.2 Classification 

Classification means to distinguish different modality types according to their syntactic and 

semantic properties. One way to classify modal expressions is to analyze their syntactic levels in 

a sentence (Portner, 2009). If a modal expression has a higher level than the predicate, it is a 

sentential modal, and its semantic scope is over the whole IP or CP. Sentential modality includes 

modal auxiliaries and modal adverbs. If a modal expression is within a predicate, it is a sub-

sentential modal, which includes modal verbs and modal adjectives. If a modal meaning is within 

the discourse, it is a discourse modal, which is beyond the scope of semantic analysis. 

Another basis of classification depends on the semantic analysis of modal expressions. While 

scholars have developed semantic classifications from different perspectives (Wright, 1951; 

Palmer, 1990), this thesis adopts the semantic classification proposed by Portner (2009). 

Portner’s classification is derived from Kratzer (1977, 1981)’s theories on modal base and 

ordering source. Kratzer argued that different modal meanings, such as epistemic or deontic, 

were not derived from different lexical meanings of modal words, but from different 

conversational backgrounds of them. A conversational background includes two components: 

modal base and ordering source. Modal base is a function that selects the accessible worlds from 

all possible worlds based on the propositions in the context, while ordering source can be viewed 

as another function that ranks the selected worlds based on people’s beliefs, purposes etc. 

According to Kratzer (1977), the musts in the Maori children must learn the name of their 

ancestors and the ancestors of the Maoris must have arrived from Tahiti are different not 

because must has different meanings, but because must has different modal bases and ordering 

sources. The former sentence’s modal base is Maori people’s tribal duties, and the ordering 
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source is the ranks of different ways to perform -- whether completing all the duties, ignoring all 

the duties or finishing somewhere in between. The latter sentence’s modal base is what is known, 

and its ordering source is the ranks of all possible answers of where their ancestors come from 

based on their beliefs. Given Kratzer’s theories on modal base and ordering source. Portner 

(2009) argued that there should be three major modality types: epistemic, priority and dynamic. 

Epistemic modals are based on people’s knowledge or have an epistemic modal base. Priority 

modals including deontic, bouletic and teleological, are based on laws, desires and goals 

respectively or have a circumstantial modal base with high priority. Dynamic modals are also 

based on objective circumstances, and it can be further divided into volitional and 

quantificational. Some of the examples used in Portner (2009) are listed below: 

(1) Epistemic 

(a) A typhoon may hit the island. 

(b) Mary must have a good reason for being late. 

(2) Priority 

(a) The rich must give money to the poor. (deontic) 

(b) You should try this chocolate. (bouletic) 

(c) You could add some more salt to the soup. (teleological) 

(3) Dynamic 

            (a) Volitional 

(i) John can swim. (ability) 

(ii) You can see the ocean from here. (opportunity) 

(iii) Mary will laugh if you tell her that. (dispositional) 
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(b) Quantificational 

(i) A spider can be dangerous. (existential) 

(ii) A spider will be dangerous. (universal)  

 

This thesis focuses on sentential modality, i.e., modal auxiliaries and modal adverbs, and 

adopts Portner’s proposal of modality types based on Kratzer’s theories on conversational 

background. Kratzer’s theories provide a foundation for disambiguating modal expressions using 

contextual information. 

 

2.1.3 Chinese modal expressions 

In Mandarin Chinese, modality can be expressed by auxiliaries, verbs, adverbs, nouns, 

adjectives, special phrases etc. Similar to English, the core of Chinese modal expressions are 

modal auxiliaries1 such as keneng ‘may/might’, bixu ‘must’, yinggai ‘should’, ke/keyi ‘can’, hui 

‘will’. In terms of the natural class of these words, there are disagreements about whether they 

are verbs (Huang, 2007; Liu, 2004), adverbs (Lü, 1980), auxiliary verbs (Chao, 1968; Zhu, 2002; 

XHCD, 2005), or other parts of speech. This thesis refers to this kind of words as modal 

auxiliaries. Some syntactic criteria for distinguishing them from other natural classes are 

introduced in Chao (1968).  

Chao (1968: 323) summarized nine characteristics of auxiliaries. 

A) Auxiliaries can take other verbs or verbal expressions as their object, but cannot take 

substantives as their objects. Compare (4) and (5). 

                                                   
1 Some Chinese scholars may call the particles (e.g., zhe, le, guo) auxiliaries. But in this paper, auxiliaries indicate 
auxiliary verbs only. 
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(4) 他 必须  交      论文。 

 Ta bixu   jiao      lunwen. 

 He must  submit paper. 

 ‘He must submit a paper.’  

(5) *他 必须 论文。 

 Ta bixu lunwen. 

 He must paper. 

B) Auxiliaries cannot take quantitative complements; the quantitative complement sannian 

‘three years’ in (6) belongs to the verb qu ‘go’, which is modified by the modal word neng ‘can’.  

Compare (6) and (7). 

(6) 他 能      去 三      年。 

  Ta neng qu san    nian 

  He can   go three year 

 ‘He can stay for three years.’ 

(7) *他 能     三 年。 

  Ta  neng san nian 

  He  can   three year 

C) Auxiliaries cannot take aspect markers like zhe, le and guo. The aspect marker in (8) 

belongs to the verbs following neng ‘can’. 

 (8) 他  早        能    去 了。 

 Ta zao                   neng qu le 

 He long time ago   can   go LE  
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 ‘He was able to go a long time ago.’ 

(9) *他 早                  能     了去。 

  Ta  zao                neng  le qu  

  He long time ago can   LE qu  

D) Auxiliaries can be negated by bu ‘not’, as shown in (10). Some can be negated by mei 

‘no/have not’. Most adverbs cannot be negated, as shown in (11).  

(10) 他 不       肯            告诉   我。 

      Ta  bu      ken          gao su wo 

       He NEG willing to tell      me 

       ‘He is not willing to tell me.’ 

(11) *他 不       将     告诉  我。 

   Ta  bu       jiang gaosu wo 

   He  NEG  will   tell me  

E) Most auxiliaries can be modified by degree modifiers such as hen ‘very’.  

(12) 他 很 会 游泳。 

 Ta hen hui youyong 

 He very can swim 

      ‘He can swim very well.’ 

F) Auxiliaries can occur in succession. For example: hui ken ‘will be willing to’, yinggai keyi 

‘should can’ etc. Some verbs (e.g., linking verbs), adverbs, adjectives can also occur in 

succession. The difference between successive auxiliaries and successive verbs is that the latter 

ones allow the insertion of a substantive word, which acts as the object of the first verb and the 
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subject of the second verb (13), while the successive auxiliaries do not allow such substantive 

insertion (14). 

(13) 不      叫  (他) 吃  他不     敢   吃。 

   Bu    jiao (ta)   chi ta bu     gan chi 

        NEG tell  (him) eat he NEG dare eat 

       ‘(If you) don’t tell (him) to eat, he dare not eat’ 

(14) 应该      (*他) 可以  吃。 

  Yinggai (*ta)   keyi chi 

       Should (*him) can  eat 

 ‘It should be the case that (*he) can eat.’ 

G) Auxiliaries can appear in pattern x bu ‘not’ x and bu x bu (15). Most adverbs cannot 

appear in this pattern except for yiding ‘certainly’, as in (16). 

(15) 我   能    不      能     不      去？ 

  Wo neng bu      neng  bu      qu 

        I     can   NEG  can    NEG  go 

      ‘Can I not go or not?’ 

(16) *我 将     不      将     不     去？ 

    Wo jiang bu     jiang bu      qu 

     I    will   NEG will   NEG go?   

H) Auxiliaries cannot appear in a tentative duplicated form -- x x, as in (17). Some verbs (e.g., 

active verbs) can appear in a duplicated form to express the tentative actions, as in (18).    

(17) *他 能    能 去。 
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        Ta  neng neng qu. 

        He can can go 

(18) 你    吃  吃 。 

        Ni    chi chi 

        You eat eat 

        ‘You try some to eat.’ 

I) Auxiliaries cannot form imperative sentences (19), while action verbs can (20). Sometimes 

(19) can be used alone as an answer, but it is not an imperative form. 

(19) *能！ 

    Neng 

         Can  

(20) 猜！ 

 Cai 

 Guess  

 ‘Guess!’  

 The results of applying the nine criteria above to modal auxiliaries, verbs, adverbs, and 

adjectives are shown in table 1. 
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 Auxiliary  Adverb Verb Adjective 

Can take verbs as objects + - - - 

Cannot take quantitative 

complements 

- - + - 

Cannot take aspect markers - - + - 

Can be negated by bu ‘not’ + - + + 

Can be modified by degree adverbs + - - + 

Can occur in succession + + + + 

Can occur in pattern x bu ‘not’x + - - ? 

Can occur in tentative duplicated 

form xx 

- - + - 

Can form imperative sentences - - + - 

 Table 1. Criteria of Modal Auxiliary Verb, Adverb, Verb and Adjective (all criteria are in 

positive form. “+” means most words in that class meet the criterion, “-” means most words in 

that class do not meet the criterion, “?” means some of the words in that class meet the criterion. ) 

 To sum up, the main difference between modal auxiliaries and adverbs is auxiliaries can be 

modified by negation and degree adverbs while most adverbs cannot. The main differences 

between auxiliaries and verbs are 1) auxiliaries cannot take substantive objects, quantitative 

complements, or aspect markers while verbs can; 2) auxiliaries can be modified by degree 

adverbs while verbs cannot; 3) auxiliaries can occur in pattern x bu x and bu x bu while verbs 

cannot; 4) auxiliaries cannot appear in the tentative duplicated form while verbs can; 5) 

auxiliaries cannot form imperative sentences while verbs can. The main difference between 

auxiliaries and adjectives is that auxiliaries cannot modify substantive expressions while 

adjectives can. 
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2.2 Annotation of modal expressions 

 Before the annotation of modal expressions, other resources have been created for 

automatically determining the factuality of events. For example, Pustejovsky et al. (2003) 

addressed the problem from the perspective of temporal information. They built the TimeBank 

corpus, which is annotated with information like events, times, and relations between events and 

temporal expressions. If the temporal relation between an event and a temporal expression is 

known, computers will be able to tell that during the period of time denoted by the temporal 

expression, whether the event has happened, is happening, or will happen. Wiebe, Wilson, and 

Cardie (2005) aimed at distinguishing non-factual statements like opinions from factual 

statements. They built the Multi-Perspective Question Answering (MPQA) corpus, where 

opinions are annotated with components such as speech event (e.g., say), source (i.e., the entity 

that is responsible for the speech event), target (i.e., the content of the speech) etc. Saurí and 

Pustejovsky (2009) built the FactBank on the basis of TimeBank, where events are assigned with 

different degrees of factuality according to their source-introducing predicates (SIPS) and 

source. Different degrees of factuality are determined by different degrees of certainty and 

polarity axes. Degrees of certainty include certain (CT), probable (PR), possible (PS) and 

unknown (U). Polarity axes contain positive (+), negative (-), and underspecified (u). In relation 

to the work of Saurí and Pustejovsky (2009), de Marneffe, Manning, and Potts (2012) also 

conducted an annotation of events’ veridicality. However, unlike the FactBank annotation, they 

considered pragmatic information given in contexts in addition to the lexical meanings of anti-

veridical terms. One example of such pragmatic information is the trustworthiness of the source. 

In the studies mentioned above (Wiebe, et al., 2005; Saurí, & Pustejovsky, 2009; de Marneffe, 

http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/pers/hd/m/Manning:Christopher_D=.html
http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/pers/hd/p/Potts:Christopher.html
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Manning, & Potts, 2012), although modal expressions were involved, they were not the main 

focus. In recent studies (Ruppenhofer, & Rehbein, 2012; Rubinstein, et al., 2013; Cui, & Chi, 

2013), modal expressions have taken the place of events and become the target of the annotation.  

 Ruppenhofer and Rehbein (2012) annotated five English modal words: can/could, may/might, 

must, ought, and shall/should in 535 files of the MPQA corpus (Wiebe, et al., 2005). Their 

scheme included three attributes: sense (i.e., modality type), source (the entity that is responsible 

for the relevant knowledge, rules or abilities), and link (similar to SIPS). Their annotation 

involved six senses: epistemic, deontic, dynamic, optative, concessive, and conditional. Besides, 

these researchers presented specific guidelines for annotating different modality types and 

difficult cases, which is very helpful in understanding their annotation. The reliability of their 

annotation is evaluated by calculating 1) percentage of cases annotators agree with each other, 

which is known as precision; and 2) Cohen’s Kappa score (Cohen, 1960). Comparing our 

modality types to theirs, we don’t include optative, concessive and conditional since these three 

types are not found in CHTB 4.0, but our modality types are otherwise similar to theirs.  

 Rubinstein et al. (2013) presented a fine-grained annotation to English modal expressions 

appearing in the MPQA corpus. Fine-grained refers to two factors. One is that more modal 

expressions are targeted in the annotation in comparison to previous studies (e.g., Ruppenhofer 

and Rehbein 2012), not only modal auxiliaries, but also adverbs, adjectives, and nouns that 

convey modal meanings. Second, more information about modal expressions is involved in the 

annotation scheme, including a fine-grained classification of modality types, and more attributes 

compared to the scheme used in Ruppenhofer & Rehbein (2012). The modality types used in 

Rubinstein et al. (2013) were based on the semantic modal classification proposed in Portner 

http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/pers/hd/m/Manning:Christopher_D=.html
http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/pers/hd/p/Potts:Christopher.html
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(2009). There were six basic classes: epistemic, deontic, teleological, bouletic, ability, and 

circumstantial (i.e., non-ability dynamic). In order to annotate cases for which several modality 

types are equally plausible in context, four combinations were added, including 

epistemic_circumstantial, ability_circumstantial, bouletic_teleological, and priority (that is, when 

deontic, bouletic, and teleological are equally plausible). Then, the ten modality types were 

grouped into three primary types: Epistemic_circumstantial, 2 Ability_circumstantial and Priority. 

In addition, more attributes were added to the scheme for gaining a better understanding of the 

syntactic and semantic properties of modal expressions. For example, background of a modal 

expression is any explicit mention of circumstances, priorities etc. that the modal expression is 

based on, which could be used to study different kinds of conversational background (Kratzer 

1977, 1981) in real speech. Degree indicator collects information about the gradability of modal 

expressions, which could be used to study the scale structure of gradable modal expressions 

(GME project 2011). Environmental polarity, with values “positive” and “negative”, could affect 

the factuality of statements. Modified element makes it possible to annotate modal expressions 

which took substantives or adjectives, rather than propositional arguments. Outscoping quantifier 

concerns the relationship between the semantic scope of quantifiers and the semantic scope of 

modal expressions. The reliability of annotated data in this study was calculated according to the 

Krippendorff α score (Krippendorff 2004). The results showed that annotation on modality types 

based on the more fine-grained modal classification of modality type has a low α score (α = 0.49), 

while after collapsing modality types into Priority and Non-Priority, the α score improved 

dramatically, from 0.49 to 0.89.   

                                                   
2 In order to distinguish primary modality type (or collapsed modality types) from original modality types, the first 

letter of primary modality types is capitalized. 
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 Cui & Chi (2013) added a new attribute of modal expressions to the scheme used in 

Rubinstein et al. (2013) -- environmental attitude, which indicates the attitude verb embedding 

the modal. They also modified the scheme for annotating special Chinese patterns -- x bu x ‘x not 

x’ and potential complement. The pattern x bu x is a syntactic pattern for forming yes/no 

questions in Chinese, where the two x’s have the same meaning except that they are under 

different environmental polarities. Sentence (15) is an example of such a question (repeated 

below from page 9): 

 (15) 我   能    不      能     不      去？ 

  Wo neng bu      neng  bu      qu 

        I     can   NEG  can    NEG  go 

      ‘Can I not go or not?’ 

 In principle, there are two ways one could annotate this construction. One would be to treat 

the two x’s as separate modal expressions, where the first x is in a positive environment and the 

second x is in a negative environment. The other would be to treat the x bu x pattern as one 

modal expression, whose environmental polarity is “positive-negative”. They decided to use the 

second solution and add the “positive-negative” value to the attribute environmental polarity, 

because it is not efficient to annotate the same modal twice. Another modal construction that is 

unique to Chinese is the potential complement phrase -- V + de ‘can’ / bu ‘not’ + complement. 

The positive form of this pattern, V + de ‘can’ + complement, contains a modal word de ‘can’, 

but the negative form of this pattern -- V + bu ‘negation’ + complement contains no modal word 

at all. It is very likely that the modal meaning of this pattern, especially in its negative form, is 

conveyed by the whole phrase rather than by its components. Therefore, they decided to treat the 
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whole phrase as the modal lemma, and annotated bu ‘not’ as the negative environmental polarity. 

With this scheme, they annotated twelve modal auxiliaries and three modal adverbs appearing in 

the first 200 files in CHTB 4.0. The reliability of our annotation of modality types was calculated 

using Cohen’s Kappa score as in previous studies. The Kappa score of annotating modality types 

based on a fine-grained specific modal classification was low (Kappa = 0.522). After collapsing 

modality types into two categories, namely Priority and Non-Priority, the Kappa score increased 

to 0.815. They discussed four reasons for the low agreement score, including human errors 

during annotation, vague guidelines, annotators’ deviation from the guidelines, and high 

ambiguity of the target words. The annotation implemented in this thesis continues the work 

reported in Cui & Chi (2013), with two more attributes of modal expressions in the scheme for 

the automatic disambiguation.  

 The two new attributes are subject of prejacent and predicate of prejacent. According to 

Coates’s (1983) corpus study of English modal auxiliaries, different types of subject (e.g., first 

person, second person, or animate subject) and different types of verb (e.g., active verbs, 

agentive verbs) are biased toward different readings of modal expressions. For example, agentive 

verbs as predicate have 91% accuracy in predicting the root (or non-epistemic) must, and second 

person subjects have 87% accuracy in predicting the root must. Therefore, this thesis adds 

subject of prejacent and predicate of prejacent to the annotation scheme, extracting signaling 

terms (e.g., nouns, verbs, or adjectives) from annotated data to disambiguate Chinese modal 

expressions. 
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2.3 Modality type disambiguation 

 Automatic modality type disambiguation is implemented using a classifier, which is trained 

by a statistical algorithm and a feature set. 

 In previous studies, Ruppenhofer and Rehbein (2012) used maximum entropy for feature 

selection and automatic sense tagging of modal expressions. They divided their features into 

three classes: target-specific features (e.g., lemma and POS), context features (e.g., the words 

that appear around a modal expression), and syntactic path features (e.g., a sequence of nodes 

from the head node of a syntactic structure to the node of the modal expression). Different 

combinations of these three kinds of features are then used as training data for the maximum 

entropy classifier. Their classifier succeeded in improving the baseline (i.e., tagging all cases as 

the most popular type) of classifying can/could, may/might, and shall/should, but failed in 

improving the baseline of must. My system for disambiguating Chinese modal expressions is 

built on the model of the modal sense tagging system introduced in Ruppenhofer and Rehbein 

(2012). However, they did not explain why they trained the classifier with the maximum entropy 

algorithm, and the specific details of how they trained the classifier. In addition, they did not 

explain how they extracted these three kinds of features, nor did they provide any example of 

their features. It is also very strange that they annotated attributes such as source, link (i.e., 

environmental attitude), and propositional argument of modal expressions, but they did not 

extract features from those annotated words. The context features used in their experiments may 

have some overlaps with features extracted from the annotated propositional arguments. 

However, the latter has much clearer syntactic and semantic relationship with modals than the 
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former. Therefore, from my perspective, features extracted from annotated words are easier to 

interpret linguistically than features extracted from surrounding words.  

In addition to maximum entropy, other algorithms that have been used in previous works on 

word sense disambiguation and text classification can be applied to the task of modality type 

disambiguation. One of them is the Naive Bayes algorithm. Gale et al. (1992b) reported an 

experiment on disambiguating six English words -- drug, duty, land, language, position, 

sentence -- using Bayesian algorithms. They achieved 92% accuracy in disambiguating two very 

distinct meanings of a noun like sentence (i.e., judicial sentences vs. syntactic sentences) based 

on features extracted from surrounding words. Another relevant method is decision list or 

decision tree (Yarowsky 1997). Yarowsky (1997) experimented with a decision tree algorithm in 

the task of disambiguating words like bass using a list of decisions about its surrounding words. 

For example, if striped, white, or sea appear immediately before the word bass, it is likely that 

the following instance of bass refers to a kind of fish; while if on or play appear immediately 

before it, bass likely refers to a kind of musical instrument. The decision list algorithm achieved 

99% accuracy in identifying the meaning of words like bass. This thesis tests the performance of 

all the three algorithms (maximum entropy, Naive Bayes, and decision tree) in disambiguating 

Chinese modal expressions. 

 In terms of feature extraction, the simplest strategy is to collect words that appear around the 

ambiguous word (Gale, et al., 1992b; Yarowsky, 1997; Ruppenhofer, & Rehbein, 2012). 

However, for modality type disambiguation, the signaling terms that affect modal readings are 

not necessarily close to the target modal expressions. Therefore, in this thesis, besides features 

that are extracted from surrounding words, features extracted from annotated attributes will be 
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used in the disambiguation task as well. In addition, extracted features are fed into a selection 

algorithm, where they are ranked by their collocations with different modality types. One of the 

feature selection algorithms calculates the information gain (Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2006) of 

potential features (e.g., signaling terms). Information gain measures the contribution of a term to 

the disambiguation system, represented as the entropy reduction of the system after considering 

the term as a feature.    

 To sum up, this thesis compares the performance of three algorithms: maximum entropy, 

Naive Bayes, and decision tree, as well as two kinds of features: traditional features extracted 

from surrounding words and features extracted from annotated attributes, in the task of 

disambiguating Chinese modal expressions. 
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3. ANNOTATION 

 

Following the work in Cui and Chi (2013), this thesis presents an annotation of CHTB 4.0 

and it serves the three goals that are listed below (GME project 2011): 

First, it provides distributional information about modal expressions. For example, how 

frequently is a modal expression used in real speech? For each modal expression, what is its 

majority reading? For each attribute, how many times does it appear with a particular modal 

reading? Detailed information is provided in Section 4.  

Second, it provides real and concrete contexts for understanding modal expressions with 

different readings. For example, how do sources of deontic modality differ from sources of 

epistemic modality? How do different environmental attitudes distinguish deontic modality from 

epistemic modality? How does a prejacent (i.e., the propositional argument of modalities) affect 

the interpretation of a modal expression? Answers to questions like these are given in Section 5. 

Third, it provides training data for the automatic identification of modal expressions’ 

modality types. Rather than using surrounding words as features, it provides more meaningful 

terms (e.g., background, source, environmental attitude etc.) for feature extraction and feature 

selection.  The results of automatic disambiguation are given in Section 6. 

The process of annotating CHTB 4.0 can be divided into three stages: pre-annotation, 

annotation and post-annotation. Accordingly, Section 3.1 describes the preparations for the 

annotation; Section 3.2 contains the detailed annotation guideline with concrete examples; 

Section 3.3 reports the evaluation of annotated data.  
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 3.1 Pre-annotation 

 The pre-annotation process includes selecting the corpus, collecting modal expressions, 

designing the annotation scheme, and customizing annotation tools. 

 

3.1.1 Corpus 

 CHTB 4.0 is selected as the corpus for this annotation. This corpus contains 698 articles from 

Xinhua News (1994 to 1998), 55 articles from the Information Services Department of HKSAR 

(1997) and 80 articles from Sinorama magazine, Taiwan (1996-1998 & 2000-2001). In total, 

CHTB 4.0 collected 838 articles, with 664,633 Chinese characters, 404,156 words, and 15,162 

sentences. In CHTB 4.0, each file is broken down into sentences; each sentence is segmented 

into words and bracketed to a syntactic tree, and each word is tagged for a part of speech (POS). 

Although it is not a large corpus balanced with different genres, this corpus is highly processed 

with much syntactic and semantic information, which could be useful in the disambiguation task. 

In addition, this corpus is still growing and the annotation method used in this thesis can easily 

be applied to more data.  

 

3.1.2 Target modals 

 This thesis focuses on sentential Chinese modal expressions -- modal auxiliaries and modal 

adverbs. According to the criteria listed in Table 1 and previous studies on Chinese modal 

expressions, e.g. as provided by Li (2004) and Peng (2005), twelve modal auxiliaries and one 

modal adverb, i.e., yiding ‘certainly’ are included in the modal list. In addition, although adverb 

jiang ‘will’ is not necessarily a modal expression, it has both realis and irrealis readings; 
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therefore, it is added to the modal list. During the annotation, the adverb kewang ‘hopefully’ is 

found to have modal meanings and is added to the modal list. In total, the modal list used in this 

thesis contains twelve modal auxiliaries and three adverbs, as shown in Table 2. Other Chinese 

modal expressions that are not listed in Table 2 are excluded in this thesis. 

Lemma Pinyin POS  POS in CHTB Gloss 

可能 keneng auxiliary VV ‘may/possible’ 

必须 bixu auxiliary VV ‘must’ 

应 ying auxiliary VV ‘should’ 

应该 yinggai auxiliary VV ‘should’ 

能够 nenggou  auxiliary VV ‘be able to’ 

得 dei auxiliary VV ‘have to ’ 

得 de auxiliary VV ‘can/may’ 

能 neng auxiliary VV ‘can/may’ 

可以 keyi auxiliary VV ‘can/may’ 

可 ke auxiliary VV ‘can/may’ 

要 yao auxiliary VV ‘will/want to/need to/should’ 

会 hui auxiliary VV ‘will/can’ 

一定 yiding adverb AD ‘certainly’ 

将 jiang adverb AD ‘will’ 

可望 kewang adverb AD ‘hopefully’ 

Table 2. Target Chinese Modal Expressions 

  

3.1.3 Annotation scheme 

 In this annotation, the scheme is designed to achieve the three goals as listed in the beginning 

of Section 3. The scheme used in Cui and Chi (2013) is rich enough for the first and second goal, 

while two attributes of modal expressions -- subject of the prejacent and predicate of the 

prejacent -- are added to accomplish the third goal (Coates 1983). Table 3 lists potential 

modality types based on the six-way distinction proposed by Portner (2009). In Table 3, original 

types contain six single types and four combined types, and these ten types are grouped into 
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three Super types. During the annotation, annotators select the Super type first, and then select 

one of the Original types included in the super type. Table 4 explains the twelve attributes 

involved in the scheme and their possible values. 

Super Type Original Type 

epistemic_circumstantial epistemic, circumstantial, epistemic_circumstantial 

ability_circumstantial ability, circumstantial, ability_circumstantial 

priority priority, deontic, bouletic, teleologic, bouletic_teleologic 

non_set NA 

Table 3. Modality Types 

Attribute Description Default 

Value 

Other Values 

Predicate  

type 

The type predicate 

that contains the 

modal 

simple comparative_equative,  superlative 

(comparative_equative is chosen 

when a sentence is comparative such 

as A is better than B or equative such 

as A is as good as B) 

Clausal  

argument type 

The propositional 

argument of the 

modal word 

none prejacent, than_clause, 

both_prejacent_ and_than_clause 

(e.g., In sentence I can swim, I swim is 

the prejacent of the modal word can) 

Modified 

element    

The NP or AP that is 

modified by the 

modal word 

none specified 

(e.g., In the adjective phrase possible 

answer, the noun phrase answer is 

modified by the modal word possible) 

Degree 

indicator 

The element that 

denotes the degree of 

the modal word 

none specified 

(e.g., In sentence It is very likely that 

he will win, very is the degree 

indicator of likely) 
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Attribute Description Default 

Value 

Other Values 

,Source The entity that is 

responsible for the 

knowledge, rules etc. 

that the modal claim 

is based on 

none specified 

e.g., In sentence According to the law, 

you cannot drive after drinking 

alcohol, law is the source.  

Background The situations or 

goals that the modal 

statement based on. 

none specified 

(e.g., In sentence After I get my M.S. 

degree, I will find a job, After I get my 

M.S. degree is the background.) 

Environmental 

attitude 

The attitude verb that  

scope over the 

prejacent 

none specified 

(e.g., In sentence I guess he can win, 

guess is the environmental attitude.) 

Environmental 

polarity 

Whether the modal is 

under a positive, 

negative or positive-

negative 

environment. 

positive negative 

(e.g., In sentence It is not likely that 

he will win, not provides a negative 

environment for the modal word 

likely.) 

Out-scoping 

quantifier 

A quantificational 

element in the 

prejacent of a modal 

word that has a scope 

over the modal word 

none specified 

(e.g., In sentence Everyone can win, 

the prejacent is Everyone win, but 

Everyone actually has a scope over 

the modal word can, thus making it 

the the outscoping quantifier.) 

Subject of  

prejacent 

The subject of the 

prejacent 

none specified 

(e.g. In sentence he can swim, he is 

the subject of the predicate.) 

Predicate of 

prejacent 

The main predicate of 

the prejacent 

none specified 

(e.g., In sentence he can swim, swim is 

the predicate of the predicate.) 

*Additional 

note 

Anything important 

but not covered by 

the previous features 

blank Anything worth noticing. 

Table 4. Annotation Scheme 
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 During the annotation, modality types and all attributes are annotated manually for each 

modal. The correctness of these values are measured by the inter-annotator agreement (IAA) 

between two annotators, which is presented in Section 3.3. 

 

3.1.4 Annotation tool 

 The MMAX2 tool (Müller & Strube 2006) is chosen given the successful annotations 

conducted in many similar projects (Hendrickx, et al., 2012; Rubinstein, et al., 2013; Cui, & Chi, 

2013). MMAX2 is a software written in Java, which is designed to support different kinds of 

annotations. It is able to create a customized user interface based on the annotation schemes 

defined by users. This interface makes it possible for annotators to set values to attributes and 

draw lines to link marked items by clicking buttons. The working direction of annotation 

contains one xml file and five folders: Schemes, Styles, Basedata, Customizations and Markables 

(i.e., marked elements), where the annotation schemes are listed in Schemes, pre-annotated 

materials are stored in Basedata and annotated information is saved in Markables. Since 

MMAX2 requires all data written in XML documents, Python was used to rewrite the CHTB 

files into basedata files, create modal-level markables with modal expressions found in basedata 

and create other-level markables to store the elements linked with modals. Figures 1-4 display 

the screen shot of the scheme, basedata, pre-annotated modal-level markables, and pre-annotated 

other-level markables, respectively.   
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Figure 1. Screen Shot of Annotation Scheme 

 

 

Figure 2. Screen Shot of Basedata 

 

 

Figure 3. Screen Shot of Pre-annotated Markables (modal-level) 

 

 

Figure 4. Screen Shot of Pre-annotated Markables (other-level) 
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 After all the files required by MMAX2 have been prepared, the annotation can begin. Figure 5 

shows the working environment of the annotation, where the red character is an annotated modal 

expression and all the green words with a gray shadow are the attributes linked to it. 

 

Figure 5. Screen Shot of MMAX2 Working Environment 

 

 Annotated information will be written into modal-level and other-level markable files, as 

shown in figure 6 (compare to figure 3) and figure 7 (compare to figure 4).    
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Figure 6. Screen Shot of Annotated Markables (modal-level) 

 

Figure 7. Screen Shot of Annotated Markables (other-level) 

 To sum up, MMAX2 facilitated the annotation process because of its user friendly interface, 

and the XML format it used to store the annotated data is easy to be processed using Python code.  

  

3.2 Guidelines 

 During the first trial of the annotation, the first 200 files of CHTB 4.0 are annotated (Cui & 

Chi 2013), and a guideline is developed to standardize the annotation. This section provides 

concrete examples3 of different modality types of Chinese modal expressions, as well as other 

attributes that need detailed explanation. This guideline will not only inform readers of how 

those modal expressions are annotated, but also why those decisions have been made. In addition, 

these guidelines can be used to train new annotators.  

                                                   
3 Most examples are extracted from the agreed cases in the first 200 files of CHTB 4.0, while the others are founded 

in the rest part of the corpus. 
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3.2.1 Modality types  

 In this annotation, the identification of modality types is not only based on the lexical 

meanings of modal expressions, but also based on their explicit and implicit conversational 

background. Annotators rely on their common sense or contextual background to help them 

understand the meaning of modal expressions. This section analyzes examples of four basic 

modality types and three combined modality types that occurred in the first trial of annotation. 

 

3.2.1.1 Epistemic modality 

 Neither annotator found any modal expression with a pure epistemic reading in the first trial. 

The reason is that, at least in news articles, estimations are always based on real circumstances or 

about the disposition of circumstances. Therefore, words with epistemic readings also have 

circumstantial readings. Concrete examples of this can be found in Section 3.2.2.1.   

 

3.2.1.2 Deontic modality 

 Deontic modality derives from things like the law or rules. For example, bixu ‘must’ in 

sentence (21) is deontic, because it is based on some moral criteria that can be viewed as law; de 

‘may’ in sentence (22) has a deontic flavor because it is based on the regulations made by the 

authority: tax administration. According to these regulations, heads of companies that did not 

pay the tax are not allowed to leave the country. 

(21) 新闻   必须   真实 (CHTB_196, word_2)  

 Xinwen  bixu   zhenshi 

 News     must   true 
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 ‘(All) news must be true.’4 

(22) 中国     税务  部门  规定 ： 欠缴      税款 企业    的 领导人               

 Zhonggguo shuiwu bumen guiding:  qianjiao       shuikuan qiye      de lingdaoren  

 Chinese  tax administration require:  did not pay   tax enterprise DE leader  

  不 得 出境 。 (CHTB_083, word_12)  

      bu de chujing 

  NEG  can  leave the country 

  ‘According to Chinese tax administration’s regulations, the head of company that did not   

  pay the tax cannot leave the country’ 

 

3.2.1.3 Teleological modality 

 As opposed to deontic modality, teleological modality does not derives from laws or 

regulations, but from goals and purposes. For example, the goal in sentence (23) is eliminating 

fake news, and the action modified by dei ‘have to’ is to come up with some concrete ideas 

based on the goal. Similarly, in sentence (24), the goal is to protect someone’s interests and 

catalyze some endeavor, and to fulfill this goal, people have to take some actions to enhance 

cooperation in East Asian. Sentences (23-24) could also be seen as bouletic because their goals 

are desirable. However, it is hard to find any explicit entity that is responsible for the desire in 

both cases. Therefore, annotators agreed that the modals in sentences (23-24) have only a 

teleological flavor. 

                                                   
4  The English translation of (21) may have both an epistemic reading and a deontic reading. However, the original 

Chinese sentence only permits a deontic reading. In (21), xinwen ‘news’ is a common noun which means all news, 

not a particular piece of news. Bixu ‘must’ is not commonly used as epistemic modal. 
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 (23) 看来,  治   假  新闻 得 有 点 切实   的 办法 。 

 Kanlai,  zhi   jia    xinwen  dei        you   dian  qieshi     de banfa 

 It seems like, deal with fake news     have to  have  some concrete  DE  idea 

 (CHTB_196, word_283)  

 ‘It seems like (we) have to come up with some concrete ideas to eliminate fake news.’ 

(24) 但是, 为了 保障   东亚 各 国   人民  的 根本 利益 ，  

 Danshi, weile baozhang dongya      ge    guo       renmin de  genben           liyi,       

  But, for protecting East Asian each country people DE fundamental interests,   

       为了 促进  人类  和平 与 发展   的    崇高    事业 ，  

    weile cujin         renlei           heping  yu   fazhang         de   chonggao      shiye,  

       for     catalyzing human kind peace   and  development DE  high-minded endeavor, 

  必须 进一步  加强 东亚    合作 。(CHTB_052, word_585)  

      bixu  jinyibu  jiaqiang dongya       hezuo. 

       must further  enhance East Asian cooperation. 

‘However, for the protection of the fundamental interests of East Asian nations, for the 

high-minded endeavor of peace and development of all mankind, (we) must further 

enhance cooperation in East Asian.’ 

 

3.2.1.4 Bouletic modality 

 Boutletic modality derives from people’s desire. For example, should in sentence you should 

have some chocolate is purely based on the addressee’s desire and interests. Unfortunately, in the 

first 200 files in CHTB 4.0, both annotators did not find any case where the modality derives 
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from a person’s interests, without other intentions. However, they did find one case that they 

agreed can be both bouletic and teleological. The analysis of that case is in Section 3.2.2.3 

 

3.2.1.5 Ability modality 

 Ability modality is concerned with the intrinsic capacity of people or other entities. In 

sentence (25), hui ‘can’ expresses people’s ability to speak English. While in sentence (26), ke 

‘can’ emphasizes the company’s capacity in producing a large number of car parts. It is possible 

that sentence (26) is also circumstantial, because the “annually produced car parts” could be an 

objective circumstance. However, annotators agreed that sentence (26) aims to emphasize the 

huge number of car parts and what those car parts are able to do rather than just provide an 

objective circumstance.  

(25) 《双向式 英语》     是 学习   英语  的  重大      突破 ，  

 《shuangxiangshi yingyu》 shi xuexi     yingyu  de    zhongda  tupo, 

        ‘Two-way Communication’  is   studying English DE  huge       breakthrough, 

 只 会    ＡＢＣ 的 人 仅   用  几百     个 小时, 配合   

 Zhi hui       A B C    de  ren      jin    yong  jibai          ge  xiaoshi,  peihe  

 only know A B C   DE people only spend several hundred GE hours, in conjunction with  

 教材   反复 听 录音,  说 英语 如同 讲 普通话    一样        

 jiaocai      fanfu ting luyin ,   shuo   yingyu  rutong jiang  putonghua yiyang           

 Textbook repeatedly listen to records, speak English like speak  Mandarin the same  

 流利   通顺 。(CHTB_198, word_41)  

 liuli   tongshun 
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 fluent coherent 

‘<Two-way Communication> is a breakthrough for English studying, people who only 

know A B C can speak English as fluently and coherently as they speak Mandarin 

through only several hours of repeatedly listening to the records while reading the 

textbook.’ 

(26) 年   产     汽车 零部件  可 为 二十万 到  三十万 辆   轿车 配套 。 

       Nian        chan        qiche lingbijian  ke  wei ershiwan dao sanshiwan liang jiaoche peitao 

 Annually produced auto parts           can for 200,000  to    300,000   M car match 

 (CHTB_151, word_203)  

     ‘The annually produced auto parts can be used to build 200,000 to 300,000 cars.’ 

 

3.2.1.6 Circumstantial modality 

 Circumstantial modality derives from explicit or implicit situations. For example, in sentence 

(27), the proposition that Chen cannot go back to Taiwan is based on the political relations and 

policies between Mainland and Taiwan. Although the background is not uttered in the sentence, 

it is common knowledge of every Chinese reader. In sentence (28), a new background -- the 

establishment of a new custom office -- is introduced to the current circumstance. Because of the 

new background, all companies within the island are benefited. 

 (27) 陈 会长 说 ，他 本人 已  ５０ 年   未  能 重返  台湾  故乡  了 。      

 Chen huizhan shuo,  ta  benren  yi         50  nian  wei   neng chongfan Taiwan guxiang le. 

 Chen president said, he himself already 50 years NEG can  return Taiwan hometown LE. 

 (CHTB_180, word_188)  
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‘President Chen said, he has not been able to return to his hometown -- Taiwan for 50 

years.’ 

(28) 随着    崇明  海关  办事处   的 设立 , 崇明    县    内   的  

 Suizhe       Chongming haiguan banshichu de   sheli ,          Chongming Xian    nei     de  

 Along with Chongming custom  office  DE establishment, Chongming county inside DE 

 单位   足 不  出   岛   就 可以 办理 一切 海关 手续。       

 danwei     zu    bu    chu    dao     jiu  keyi  banli        yiqie  haiguan shouxu . 

 Company feet NEG leave island JIU  can   deal with every custom paperwork . 

 (CHTB_007, word_148)  

  ‘Along with the establishment of the Chongming Custom Office, companies inside the  

  Chongming island can handle any custom procedure without stepping off the island.’ 

 

3.2.2   Ambiguous cases of modality type 

 There are two scenarios in which efforts to annotate modality type can reveal an ambiguity. 

One is that annotators agree that the given modal expression is ambiguous. The other is when 

annotators disagree on its modality type. However, it is not certain that the latter is ambiguous, 

since it could be caused by the researchers’ different understandings of the sentences and 

incomplete guidelines. Therefore, in this section, ambiguous cases represent the first scenario. 

 

3.2.2.1 Epistemic vs. Circumstantial modality types 

 A modal expression can be both epidemic and circumstantial when the estimation is not only 

derived from the speaker’s knowledge, but also based on dispositions of objective situations. 
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There is no example of this kind of ambiguity in the first trial. However, I found an example in 

CHTB_1028 that can demonstrate such ambiguity, as in (29). In sentence (29), hui ‘will’ 

conveys an epistemic meaning, because no one is able to guarantee the trend of tomorrow’s stock 

market. Moreover, hui in (29) is also concerned with the disposition of the stock market, that 

some objective facts will lead to some results by nature. Since dispositional modality is included 

in circumstantial modality in this thesis, hui in (29) is also a circumstantial modal. 

(29) 明天            股市             会    涨      还是  会   跌？(CHTB_1028, word_3476) 

        Mingtian     gushi             hui  zhang haishi hui  die ? 

        Tomorrow   stock market will go up or        will go down?  

        'Tomorrow, will the stock market go up or down? ' 

 

3.2.2.2 Ability vs. Circumstantial modality type 

 When a modal expression is concerned with uses of things, intended or otherwise, annotators 

usually tag it as circumstantial. For example, when people say garlic can detoxicate, they 

actually mean garlic can be used to detoxicate, which is based on some properties of garlic. 

However, cases like (30) are slightly blurred. Certainly, ke ‘can’ is used to illustrate some 

functions of a machine, which should be circumstantial. But the machine in (30) is also treated as 

an agent, which has the ability of producing parts of TV and computers. Therefore, both 

annotators marked the modal in (30) as ambiguous in modal flavor.  

(30) 投产 后 ，它 既  可 生产  与 彩电   配套 的 彩色 显像管     玻壳 ， 

 Touchan hou,  ta  ji         ke  shengchan yu caidian   peitao de  caise xianxiangguan boke, 

 Build  after,     it  not only can produce  for color TV match DE color tube glass      shell, 
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 又 可  生产  与 计算机 显示屏   配套 的  彩色 显示管     玻壳...  

 you ke    shengchan    yu jixuanji    xiangshiping peitao de   caise xianxiangguan boke 

  but  also can produce for computer screen            match DE color tube        glass shell 

        (CHTB_038, word_123) 

 ‘After putting into operation, it can not only produce the glass shell for the tube of color 

TV, but also for computer display tube’ 

 

3.2.2.3 Bouletic vs. Teleological modality type 

 As mentioned in 3.2.1.4, annotators did not find bouletic modals in the first trial. However, 

they agreed that one modal could be interpreted with both a teleological and a bouletic flavor, as 

shown in (31). In (31), yao ‘need to’ is teleological, because the dependence on the Grand Canal 

is due to the need of transportation. But such dependence can also base on the desire of a cheaper 

and more convenient method of transportation. Therefore, (31) is ambiguous because of two 

different interpretations of its background.  

(31) 据  江苏 苏钢    集团  公司 负责人    介绍 ， 苏钢         

 Ju                 Jiangsu Sugang          jituan Gongsi     fuzeren     jieshao ,     sugang  

 According to Jiangsu Suzhou Stell Group Co., Ltd. manager introduce, Suzhou Steel  

 每 年 要    靠    大    运河  运输 原料 、成品   一百五十万 吨 。 

mei    nian yao      kao      da       yunhe  yunshu    yuanliao,  chengpin yibaiwushiwan dun. 

every year need to rely on Grand  Canal  transport material, products 1,500,000      tons. 

  (CHTB_013, word_164) 
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 ‘According to the manager of Jiangsu Suzhou Steel Group Co., Ltd., every year, they 

need to transport 1,500,000 tons of raw materials and products on the Grand Canal.’ 

 

3.2.2.4 Priority modality type 

 When a modal expression can be interpreted to have deontic, teleological and bouletic 

readings at the same time, it is tagged as a priority modal. In the first trial, annotators did not find 

examples of this kind of ambiguity. When annotating all files in CHTB 4.0, I did not find this 

kind of cases either. 

 

3.2.3 Background 

 As mentioned in 3.2.2.3, background plays a significant role in recognizing modality types. 

According to Kratzer’s theories (Kratzer 1977, 1981), different readings of a modal expression 

are derived from its contexts or conversational backgrounds rather than lexical meanings. A 

conversational background contains two components – a modal base and an ordering source. The 

modal base is a set of propositions whose intersection determines the set of accessible worlds. 

The ordering source can be viewed as a function that ranks the selected accessible worlds. 

According to Portner (2009), different modality types have different kinds of modal bases and 

ordering sources, which is listed in Table 5. During the annotation process, the attribute 

background is annotated as a combination of the modal base and the ordering source.  

 Modal Base Ordering Source 

Epistemic knowledge, evidences etc. beliefs, stereotypes etc. 

Priority 
circumstances with high 

priority 
the priority of the modal base 

Dynamic circumstances  other circumstances  

Table 5. Modal Base and Ordering Source for Different Modality Types 
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 Besides the theoretical guidelines, in order to improve the agreement between annotators, 

there are also some technical rules. First, annotators were instructed to only annotate when 

background is within the boundary of the target sentence. Second, punctuation was omitted 

unless it is within a consecutive sequence of words in the background.   

 Sample annotations of background are given in (32) and (33). In (32), the underlined clauses 

starting with weile ‘in order to’ indicate the goals of the propositions covered by the teleological 

modality -- bixu ‘must’. Whereas in (33), the underlined clause starting with suizhe ‘along with’ 

provides a new situation for the modal word keyi ‘can’.  

(32) 但是, 为了 保障  东亚     各   国    人民   的    根本   利益 ，  

 Danshi, weile  baozhang dongya     ge    guo     renmin de  genben           liyi,       

 But,       for      protecting  East Asian each country people DE fundamental interests,   

 为了 促进    人类       和平 与  发展       的 崇高       事业 ，  

 weile cujin         renlei           heping  yu   fazhang         de   chonggao      shiye,  

 for     catalyzing human kind peace   and  development DE  high-minded endeavor, 

 必须 进一步  加强  东亚     合作 。(CHTB_052, word_585)  

  bixu  jinyibu  jiaqiang dongya       hezuo. 

 must further  enhance East Asian cooperation. 

 ‘However, for the protection of the fundamental interests of East Asian nations, for the 

high-minded endeavor of peace and development of all mankind, (we) must further 

enhance cooperation in East Asian.’ 

(33) 随着    崇明  海关 办事处     的 设立 ，     崇明县          内    的  

 Suizhe        Chongming haiguan banshichu de sheli,          Chongming Xian    nei     de  
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 Along with Chongming custom  office DE establishment, Chongming county inside DE 

 单位     足 不 出   岛   就  可以 办理   一切 海关  手续。       

 danwei     zu    bu chu     dao     jiu  keyi  banli        yiqie haiguan shouxu . 

 Company feet NEG leave island JIU  can   deal with every custom paperwork . 

 (CHTB_007, word_148)  

 Along with the establishment of Chongming Custom Office, companies inside the  

 Chongming Island can handle any custom procedure without stepping off the island. 

 

3.2.4 Source 

 Similar to background, different modality types are expected to have different sources. For 

epistemic modals, source means the person or institution that holds the knowledge or opinion 

that the modality derives from. For deontic modals, source is the authority that makes the law or 

rules that the modality derives from. For teleological modals, source is the entity that sets the 

goals that the modality derives from. For bouletic modals, source is a person or a group of 

people who have the desire that the modality derives from. For ability modals, source is the 

object that holds the ability that the modality derives from. For circumstantial modals, no source 

was marked. 

 For example, in sentence (22), as shown in (34), zhongguo shuiwu bumen ‘The Chinese Tax 

Administration’ is the source of the deontic modal de ‘may’.  

(34) 中国    税务  部门 [规定] ： 欠缴      税款   企业  的  领导人               

 Zhonggguo shuiwu bumen guiding:   qianjiao       shuikuan qiye    de    lingdaoren  

 Chinese      tax administration stipulate: did not pay   tax     enterprise DE   leader  
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 不   得    出境.  (CHTB_083, word_12)  

 bu     de   chujing. 

 NEG can leave the country. 

 ‘According to Chinese tax administration’s regulations, the head of a company that did 

not pay the tax cannot leave the country’ 

 

3.2.5 Environmental predicate 

 The environmental predicate is the attitude verb that has scope over the modal expression. For 

example, in sentence (34), the bracketed verb guiding ‘stipulate’ is the attitude verb of the 

deontic modal de ‘may’. 

 

3.3 Evaluation of Annotation 

 To test the reliability of the annotated data, IAA is calculated using two methods. The 

simplest method is calculating the probability of cases agreed by annotators, which is called 

“precision” or “accuracy” of annotation. Another measure is Cohen’s Kappa score (Cohen 1960), 

which takes into consideration the difference between expected precision (i.e., agreement which 

occurs by chance) and observed precision. If the difference is small, no matter how high the 

observed precision is, the Kappa score will be low, thus reveals that an observed precision 

happened by chance. This section reports the precision and Kappa score of the first trial of the 

annotation -- annotation of the first 200 files in CHTB 4.0. 
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3.3.1. IAA on modality types 

 Two annotators, myself included annotated fifteen modal expressions listed in Table 2. In 

total, Annotator 1 annotated 301 modal expressions while Annotator 2 annotated 332, among 

which 287 are annotated by both of us. The reliability of our annotation is measured by the 

precision and the Kappa score of the 287 cases that we both annotated. Within the 287 cases, 

there was agreement on modality type for 193 modals, which generate a precision value of 

0.6725, and according to the confusion matrix shown in Table 8, the Kappa score is 0.4850. This 

low agreement score may be due to two reasons. One is that our guidelines are not specific 

enough. The other is that distinctions between some of those modality types are too subtle. To 

test the second reason, three methods are used to collapse original modality types (except for 

“not_set”) into bigger types. Collapsed types and their correspondent Original types used in 

those three methods are shown in Table 6.   

 Collapsed Types Original Types 

Method 1 

Epistemic epistemic, epistemic_circumstantial  

Priority deontic, teleological, bouletic, teleological_bouletic, priority 

Dynamic ability, circumstantial, ability_circumstantial 

Method 2 

Epistemic epistemic, epistemic_circumstantial 

Non-Epistemic 
deontic, teleological, bouletic, teleological_bouletic, priority, 

ability, circumstantial, ability_circumstantial 

Method 3 

Priority deontic, teleological, bouletic, teleological_bouletic, priority 

Non-Priority 
epistemic, epistemic_circumstantial, ability, circumstantial, 

ability_circumstantial  

 Table 6. Three Methods of Collapsing Modality Types 

 In method one, modality types are collapsed to their primary type according to Portner (2009), 

where epistemic and epistemic_circumstantial are collapsed into Epistemic; ability, 

ability_circumstantial, and circumstantial are collapsed into a Dynamic category; and all other 

modality types are subsumed under a Priority category. In method two, modality types are 
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collapsed based on a two-way distinction between Epistemic and Non-epistemic modality types 

(Coates 1983), so that epistemic and epistemic_circumstantial are assigned the Epistemic type, 

and all other tagged types are joined into a Non-epistemic category. The third method tests 

another two-way classification, where deontic, priority, bouletic, teleological, 

bouletic_teleological are joined into a Priority group and all other types are grouped as Non-

Priority modality. The IAA based on original modality types and collapsed types are listed in 

Table 7. 

Modal Classification Precision Kappa 

Original 11 modality types without collapsing 0.6724 0.4850 

With 

Collapsing 

Method 1. Epistemic/Priority/Dynamic 0.9303 0.8481 

Method 2. Epistemic/Non-Epistemic 0.9547 0.4956 

Method 3. Priority/Non-Priority 0.9756 0.9381 

Table 7. IAA of Modality Types with and without Collapsing 

 Table 7 shows that Method One has increases the IAA remarkably, compared to the IAA of 

the original annotation. This result suggests that identifying the primary type of modal 

expressions is much more accurate than identifying subtypes of each primary type. Moreover, 

when Priority subtypes and Dynamic subtypes are merged in a Non-epistemic category, as in 

Method Two, the precision is higher, but the Kappa score is lower. When Epistemic subtypes 

and Dynamic subtypes are merged into a Non-Priority category, as in Method Three, both the 

precision and the Kappa score are higher. Confusion matrices of original modality types and 

collapsed modality types based on Methods 1-3 are shown in Table 8-11, respectively. Annotator 

1’s results are in rows while Annotator 2’ are given in columns. The intersected cells, which are 

highlighted, represent the cases where the annotators agreed on modality types. 
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T/Y E E_C C A A_C D B T B_T P SUM 

E 2 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 

E_C 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

C 1 8 143 1 4 2 0 2 0 0 161 

A 0 0 2 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 12 

A_C 0 0 18 4 4 1 0 0 0 0 27 

D 0 0 2 0 0 29 0 1 2 0 34 

B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

T 0 0 0 0 0 16 1 5 7 0 29 

B_T 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 6 2 0 9 

P 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 4 

SUM 3 13 169 13 10 51 1 16 11 0 287 

Table 85. Confusion Matrix of Modality Types6 

T/Y Epistemic Priority Dynamic Sum 

Epistemic 7 0 4 11 

Priority 0 74 2 76 

Dynamic 9 5 186 200 

Sum 16 79 192 287 

Table 9. Confusion Matrix of Modality Types with Collapsing Method 1 

T/Y Epistemic Non-epistemic Sum 

Epistemic 7 4 11 

Non-epistemic 9 267 276 

Sum 16 271 287 

Table 10. Confusion Matrix of Modality Types with Collapsing Method 2 

                                                   
5  Since reporting our annotation in Cui and Chi (2013), both annotators changed some of their annotations. 

Therefore the results are slightly different from those given in Cui and Chi (2013).  
6 The row names and column names are initials of modality types. E - epistemic, E_C - epistemic_circumstantial, C 

- circumstantial, A - ability, A_C - ability_circumstantial, D - deontic, B - Bouletic, T - teleological, B_T - 

bouletic_teleological, P - Priority.  
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T/Y Non-Priority Priority Sum 

Non-Priority 206 5 211 

Priority 2 74 76 

Sum 208 79 287 

Table 11. Confusion Matrix of Modality Types with Collapsing Method 3 

 Since the Priority and Non-Priority classification receives the highest precision and Kappa 

score, this thesis chooses to use this classification in the following experiments.   

 

3.3.2 IAA on other attributes 

 This section reports IAA on nine attributes of the 287 cases that both annotators annotated 

(Cui & Chi 2013), including predication type, clausal argument type, modified element, degree 

indicator, source, background, environmental attitude, environmental polarity, and out-scoping 

quantifiers. IAA on these attributes is calculated based on the values of these attributes listed in 

Table 4, but not the span of specific words that links to a particular value. For example, IAA of 

source are calculated based on its values -- none and specified, or whether it appears or not, but 

not the span of words that are marked as source. The precision and Kappa scores of these 

attributes are listed in Table 12. 

Attribute Precision Kappa 

Predicate type 0.9895 0.0 

Clausal argument type 0.9826 0.1667 

Modified element    1.0 1.0 

Degree indicator 0.9721 0.4155 

Source 0.6307 0.1520 

Background 0.7561 0.3771 

Environmental attitude 0.7840 0.5684 

Environmental polarity 0.9930 0.9439 

Out-scoping quantifier 0.9895 0.7639 

Table 12. IAA of Other Attributes 
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 As shown in Table 12, predicate type has a high precision and a low Kappa. The reason is that 

Annotator 2 annotated two sentences as comparative_equative and one as superlative while 

Annotator 1 annotated all sentences as simple sentences. Since 284 out of 287 predicate type 

have the same value, the precision is very high, but the Kappa score will always have a value of 

0 when the observed rate of agreement is equal to the expected rate, which is the case when one 

annotator places all the items in a single category. Similarly, values of degree indicator are also 

highly skewed, thus making it hard for these attributes receive a high Kappa score. In this 

scenario, the high precision is enough to show that the annotation is reliable.   

 Source has the lowest precision among all the attributes, which is caused by the annotators’ 

different understanding of what counts as source. For example, there are 124 cases in which 

Annotator 2 annotated source as specified while Annotator 1 did not. One example is given as 

(35). In (35), the manager of this company “Sugang” introduced that his company needs to rely 

on the Grand Channel. Annotator 1 did not annotate the “manager” as source, probably because 

she thought “manager” in (35) is only the source of information, but not necessarily the source of 

the goal or the desire that yao ‘need to’ is based on. But from Annotator 2’s perspective, the 

distinction between source of information and source of modal expressions are not clear. If 

“Sugang” -- the company -- is the entity that holds the goal or desire, why is its manager not also 

the source of these goals/desires? Similar issues have been found in background and 

environmental attitude. In order to achieve a higher IAA on source, background and 

environmental attitude, it is essential to gain a mutual understanding on what elements can be 

considered as those attributes. 
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(35) 据      江苏 苏钢    集团  公司 负责人 介绍 ， 苏钢         

 Ju                  Jiangsu Sugang          jituan Gongsi     fuzeren     jieshao ,     sugang  

 According to Jiangsu Suzhou Stell Group Co., Ltd. manager introduce, Suzhou Steel  

 每 年 要    靠    大    运河  运输 原料 、成品   一百五十万 吨 。 

mei    nian yao      kao      da       yunhe  yunshu    yuanliao,  chengpin yibaiwushiwan dun. 

every year need to rely on Grand  Canal  transport material, products 1,500,000      tons. 

  (CHTB_013, word_164) 

 ‘According to the manager of Jiangsu Suzhou Steel Group Co., Ltd., every year, they 

need to transport 1,500,000 tons of raw materials and products on the Grand Canal.’ 

 As long as annotators agreed on the value of an attribute, they marked the same words to 

indicate the value. Sometimes they did not annotate exactly the same words because one 

included the punctuation or discourse connectives while the other did not. However, these kinds 

of disagreement do not greatly influence the overall reliability of the annotation.   

 To sum up, this first trial annotation has a relatively high IAA on most of the attributes as well 

as collapsed modality types, which suggests that the annotators’ judgments are reliable, and the 

data annotated by these annotators are suitable for NLP tasks like modality type disambiguation. 

Since only 200 files in CHTB 4.0 are annotated by two annotators and other files are annotated 

by one person (myself), the experiments that are reported in the following sections are based on 

my own annotation. Cases in which there was disagreement in the first trial are not filtered out 

since there may be cases of disagreement in other files as well. But the IAA of the first trial can 

be used to estimate the reliability of my own annotation. 
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4. DISTRIBUTIONS 

 

 As mentioned in Section 3, this section reports the distributional information of modality 

types and other attributes in CHTB 4.0 

 

4.1 Distributions of modality types in CHTB 4.0 

Modal 

Words 

Modality Type Distribution Estimated Reliability of Data 

Non-Priority Priority Sum 
IAA (% 

agreement) 
IAA (Kappa) 

Keneng 159 (1.0) 0 (0.0) 159 1.0 1.0 

bixu 2 (0.0154) 128 (0.9846) 130 0.9167 0.0 

ying 12 (0.1026) 105 (0.8974) 117 1.0 1.0 

yinggai 16 (0.1951) 66 (0.8049) 82 1.0 1.0 

nenggou  50 (1.0) 0 (0.0) 50 1.0 1.0 

dei/de 7 (0.0795) 81 (0.9205) 88 1.0 1.0 

neng 477 (0.8866) 61 (0.1134) 538 0.9630 0.7805 

keyi 373 (0.9233) 31 (0.0767) 404 0.8824 0.4516 

ke 254 (0.7864) 69 (0.2136) 323 0.9167 0.8 

yao 1 (0.0127)  79 (0.9873) 80 1.0 1.0 

hui 520 (1.0) 0 (0.0) 520 1.0 1.0 

yiding 35 (0.5833) 25 (0.4167) 60 1.0 1.0 

jiang 431 (1.0) 0 (0.0) 431 1.0 1.0 

kewang 14 (1.0) 0 (0.0) 14 1.0 1.0 

All 2351 (0.7847) 645 (0.2153) 2996 0.9756 0.9381 

Table 13. Distribution of Modality Types of Chinese Modality Expressions 

 Based on the guidelines developed in the first trial, I annotated the modal expressions listed in 

Table 2 in the rest of the files in CHTB 4.0, except for yao ‘will/want to/need to/have to’. There 

are 757 cases of yao, of which only 80 cases are annotated as modal expressions and used in the 

disambiguation task. Those that are not annotated are excluded from this thesis.  

 The reason that I did not annotate all the cases of yao is that it always has both modal and 

non-modal readings in any given context, and this kind of ambiguous case is beyond the scope of 
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this thesis. In addition, dei and de are treated as one lemma because they share the same 

character and CHTB did not distinguish them. Besides, modality types are collapsed into either 

Priority or Non-Priority because this collapsing method makes the annotated data more reliable. 

Table 13 shows the distribution of Chinese modal expressions’ modality types associated with 

the Priority and Non-Priority modality. Table 13 also lists the IAA of each modal expression 

calculated based on the blind-double annotation of the first trial. This IAA can be viewed as the 

estimation of the IAA for the annotation of all CHTB 4.0 files.  

 As shown in Table 13, based on the Priority and Non-Priority classification, nine modal 

expressions are ambiguous, including eight modal auxiliaries - bixu ‘must’, ying ‘should’, 

yinggai ‘should’, dei/de ‘may/have to’, neng ‘can/may’, keyi ‘can/may’, ke ‘can/may’, yao 

‘will/want to/need to’, as well as one modal adverb - yiding ‘certainly’. Among the nine 

ambiguous modal expressions, bixu, ying, yinggai, dei/de and yao’s majority type is Priority, 

while neng, keyi, ke, yiding’s majority type is Non-Priority. Overall, Non-Priority is the majority 

type for Chinese modal expressions. The frequency of Non-Priority is nearly four times more 

than Priority. 

 

4.2 Distributions of other attributes in CHTB 4.0 

 This section reports the distribution of other attributes’ alternative values and not the default 

value, which is associated with Priority and Non-Priority modality. The values are listed in both 

Table 4 and Table 14. For each alternative value of an attribute, the probability of the value’s 

appearance is calculated, as shown in the third column of Table 14. In addition, the conditional 

probabilities P (value|Non-Priority) and P (value|Priority) of each alternative value are calculated, 
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as shown in the fourth and fifth columns of Table 14. In order to test whether those two 

conditional probabilities are truly different, the t-test hypothesis is used, where the null 

hypothesis is that the two conditional probabilities are the same while the alternative hypothesis 

is that they are different. The result of t-test (i.e., t-score) is shown in the sixth column of Table 

14. The probability that the null hypothesis is true, which is known as the p-value, is shown in 

the last column in Table 14. If the t-score is high enough or the corresponding p-value is low 

enough (e.g., p<0.05) to reject the null hypothesis, the two probabilities are very unlikely to be 

the same. Otherwise, there is not enough evidence to decide whether the two probabilities are 

different or not.   

Attribute Value P (value) 
P (value | 

Non-Priority)  

P (value 

|Priority) 
t-score p-value 

Predication 

type 

comparative

_equative 
0.0030 0.0038 0.0 3.0051 0.0027 

superlative 0.0003 0.0 0.0016 -1 0.3177 

Clausal 

argument 

type 

prejacent 0.9917 0.9911 0.9927 -0.3845 0.7007 

than_clause 0.0027 0.0034 0.0 2.8326 0.0047 

both_ 

prejacent_ 

and_than_ 

clause 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 

Modified 

element    
specified 0.0023 0.0030 0.0 2.6491 0.0081 

Degree 

indicator 
specified 0.0113 0.0119 0.0093 0.5933 0.5531 

Source specified 0.1255 0.0689 0.3318 -13.6375 <2.2e-16 

Background specified 0.3538 0.3676 0.3162 2.4629 0.0139 

Environmen

tal attitude 
specified 0.3398 0.3271 0.3851 -2.6985 0.0071 

Environmen

t-al polarity 

negative 0.1135 0.1012 0.1581 -3.6323 0.0003 

positive-

negative 
0.0134 0.0157 0.0047 2.9866 0.0029 

Out-scoping 

quantifier 
specified 0.0254 0.0259 0.0233 0.3966 0.6917 

Subject of 

prejacent 
specified 0.4636 0.4798 0.4047 3.4288 0.0006 
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Predicate of 

prejacent 
specified 0.9773 0.9745 0.9876 -2.411 0.016 

Table 14. Distribution of Attributes of Chinese Modality Expressions 

 As shown in Table 14, nearly all sentences have specified prejacent and predicate of 

prejacent. Only 30%-50% of cases have specified subject of prejacent, background, or 

environmental altitude, and only about 12% of cases have specified source or negative 

environment. As for the rest of the attributes, they are hardly ever have alternative values.  

 In addition, degree indicator and out-scoping quantifiers (those highlighted in green) are very 

likely to have the same distribution given different modality types. Other attributes are more 

likely to have different distributions associated with different modality types, especially source, 

negative environment and subject of prejacent (those highlighted in orange). For example, only 

7% of Non-Priority modal expressions have source while 33% of Priority modal expressions do. 

There is less than a 2.2e-16 chance that source has the same distribution in Priority cases as in 

Non-Priority cases. Similarly, there are only a 0.0003 possibility that Priority and Non-Priority 

modal expressions are equally likely to be negated and there is only 0.0006 chance that Priority 

and Non-Priority modal expressions are equally likely to have a subject in their prejacent. These 

different distributions may reveal the fact that Priority modal expressions are more likely to have 

source, negative marker and subject of prejacent. However, the existence of specified source, 

negative marker or subject of prejacent is not enough to determine the modality type for a modal 

expression. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the words that these values are pointing to in 

order to deduce features or indicators for distinguishing modality types.  

 In the following sections, attributes that are hardly specified or have alternative values - 

predication type, modified element, degree indicator and out-scoping quantifier are not used as 
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sources of features, because they are too rare to be used to reliably distinguish Priority and Non-

Priority modal expressions. The data from the other seven attributes is used for feature selection 

and the modality type disambiguation. Since some of these attributes are specified only in a 

small portion of cases, features extracted from these attributes, no matter how accurate they may 

be, are expected to have a low recall in predicting modality types. Therefore, when using features 

extracted from a particular attribute to train a classifier, the overall accuracy of the classifier may 

not be very high.   
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5. FEATURE ANALYSIS 

 

 As mentioned in Section 4.2, since the existence of alternative values of attributes is not 

enough to determine modality type of a modal expression, this section will study the signaling 

terms that have been marked for these values. These signaling terms are ranked by their 

frequencies and information gain, and selected terms are used as features in the automatic 

modality type disambiguation.  

 

5.1 Data 

 Among the eleven attributes listed in Table 14, alternative values of predication type, 

modified element, degree indicator and out-scoping quantifier are too rare. Therefore, only those 

of the other seven link to potential signaling terms. In addition, lemma associated with POS can 

be a good feature because most modal expressions have a dominant modal reading. Sizes of 

these eight feature sets are listed in Table 15. Table 15 also lists the reliability of these annotated 

attributes, which is estimated according to the IAA of the first trial. 

 In addition, these eight kinds of information can be divided into three levels -- lexical, 

syntactic, and semantic/pragmatic. Lemma and POS are lexical-level information because they 

can be obtained through lexical-level processing such as word segmentation and POS tagging. 

Prejacent, subject of prejacent, predicate of prejacent, and environmental attitude are syntactic-

level information, because syntactic knowledge is required to identify them. Source, background, 

and negation are semantic/pragmatic-level information because they cannot be recognized 

without knowing the meaning of the sentence.      
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Feature Set 
Quantity of Data 

Estimated Quality of 

Data 

Non-

Priority 
Priority Sum 

IAA (% 

agreement) 

IAA 

(Kappa) 

Lexical Lemma 2351 645 2996 NA NA 

Syntactic Environmental 

Attribute 
769 249 1018 0.7840 0.5684 

Prejacent 2230 641 2871 0.9826 0.1667 

Subject of 

Prejecent 
1128 261 1389 NA NA 

Predicate of 

Prejecent 
2291 637 2928 NA NA 

Semantic/ 

Pragmatic 

Source 162 214 376 0.6307 0.1520 

Background 856 204 1060 0.7561 0.3771 

Negation 238 102 340 0.9930 0.9439 

Table 15. Size and IAA of Eight Feature Sets 

  In this thesis, terms extracted from those eight kinds of information are in the form of 

lemma_POS. By specifying the POS of a term, some homographs could be distinguished as 

different words.   

 

5.2 Method 

 Ideal signaling terms of modality types within the context of an attribute should have both 

high frequency and high preference, where high frequency ensures the recall and high preference 

ensures the precision. Therefore, the first step of finding signaling terms is eliminating terms that 

have low frequencies. In this case, terms that appear less than three times are filtered out. The 

second step is to find terms that are highly biased towards different modality types. This bias can 

be measured by comparing the difference between conditional probabilities of a particular term 

given different modality types. However, since terms are selected to train classifiers for 

disambiguation, their biases are measured by the contribution they can provide to the 

disambiguation system using a method called information gain. 
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 Information gain is an information theoretic criterion for selecting conditions to make correct 

decisions (Breiman, et al., 1983). In this case, the decision is about which modality type a modal 

expression belongs to. In information theory, the amount of information that is missing from 

making 100% correct decisions is measured by entropy. Therefore, the lower the entropy is, the 

more information is known and more accurate decisions can be made. Information gain is 

represented by the result of the amount of information known after considering another condition 

minus the amount of information already known. An example of such a conditional can be -- if a 

sentence has an environmental attitude believe, this sentence is Non-Priority, if not, Priority. If 

considering such a condition lead to higher accuracy in making decisions, the term used in this 

condition results in an information gain. The larger the information gain is given a particular 

term, the better the condition is. Therefore, the better the term is. This thesis used the information 

gain feature selector built in Weka (Hall, et al., 2009). The formula of calculating information 

gain is given as (36): 

  (36) InfoGain (modality type, term) = H (modality type) - H (modality type | term).  

Where H denotes the function of calculation entropy. 

  After the second step, biased terms, or terms with information gain, are kept while others are 

filtered out. However, although all the selected terms appear enough and are biased towards what 

we are looking for, it is possible that some of them are biased by chance. In this situation, 

“biased by chance” does not mean that these terms are not biased enough, but it instead means 

that some words do not have meanings that associate with a particular modal reading. In real 

speech, these words may have similar chances to co-occur with different modality types, but 

CHTB 4.0 may be built on sentences where these words always co-occur with one particular 
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modality type. Features that are biased by chance do not harm the disambiguation task reported 

in this thesis, but may have low accuracy in disambiguating new sentences. Therefore, in order to 

find features that are not biased by chance, the third step is to analyze the semantic properties of 

terms selected after the second step, determine whether their meanings are truly related to a 

particular modality type, and group them into some semantic categories. This semantic analysis 

is provided in Section 5.3. 

 

5.3 Sample Features  

5.3.1 Lemma 

 Lemma_ 

POS 

Pinyin Gloss Freq(w,Non

-Priority) 

Freq(w, 

Priority) 

InforGain 

Features 

for Non-

Priority 

modality 

会_VV7  hui ‘will/can’ 505 0 0.0951 

将_AD jiang ‘will’ 431 0 0.0654 

可能_VV  keneng ‘may/might’ 159 0 0.0191 

可以_VV keyi ‘can/may’ 373 31 0.0155 

能_VV neng ‘can/may’ 469 60 0.0107 

能够_VV  nenggou ‘be able to’ 50 0 0.0059 

一定_AD  yiding ‘certainly’ 35 25 0.0030 

可望_AD  kewang ‘hopefully’ 14 0 0.0016 

Features 

for Priority 

modality 

必须_VV  bixu ‘must’ 2 128 0.0951 

应_VV ying ‘should’ 12 105 0.0637 

要_VV  yao ‘will/need/w

ant/should’ 

1 79 0.0579 

得_VV  dei/de ‘need/may 7 81 0.0509 

应该_VV  yinggai ‘should’ 16 66 0.0324 

Table 16. Lemma of modal expressions with High Preference to Non-Priority or Priority 

 As listed in Table 13, all Chinese modal expressions have a majority class, which can cover 

more than 80% of their cases, based on the Priority and Non-Priority distinction. This means that 

                                                   
7 In the annotation hui ‘will’ and hui bu hui ‘will or will not’ are annotated as different lemmas, while both of them 

are represented by 会_VV (hui, ‘will’) in Table 14. Similar problem can be found in neng ‘can’ and neng bu neng 

‘can or cannot’. 
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the lemma of a modal expression can guarantee more than 80% accuracy in determining its 

modality type. When disambiguating a specific modal expression, the association between a 

lemma and different modality types only provide a majority class baseline for the disambiguation. 

However, when disambiguating all modal expressions, the lemma can be a useful feature. Table 

16 listed these modal expressions, their frequencies that are associated with different modality 

types, and their information gain.  

 According to Table 16, most of these lemmas appear more than 100 times in the corpus, and 

their meanings are truly biased toward one particular modality type.  

 

5.3.2 Environmental attitude 

 Environmental attitudes are always expressed by attitude verbs. Some attitude verbs are sub-

sentential modal expressions, for example yuji ‘estimate’, xiangxin ‘believe’, yaoqiu ‘require’. 

Attitude verbs that are related to knowledge, belief, and estimation are more likely to associate 

with Non-Priority modality since they have Non-Priority readings; while those related to 

requirement, command etc. are always connected to Priority modality since they have intrinsic 

Priority readings. Table 17 lists these attitude verbs, their frequencies that are associated with 

different modality types, and their information gain. 

 Lemma_

POS 

Pinyin Gloss Freq(w,Non

-Priority) 

Freq(w, 

Priority) 

InfoGain 

Features 

for Non-

Priority 

modality 

预计_VV  yuji ‘estimate’ 50 0 0.0059 

希望_VV xiwang ‘hope’ 48 0 0.0057 

相信_VV  xiangxin ‘believe’ 43 1 0.0035 

预测_VV  yuce ‘estimate’ 14 0 0.0016 

估计_VV ‘estimate’ 10 0 0.0012 

Features 

for 
规定_VV  guiding ‘stipulate’ 0 21 0.157 

要求_VV  yaoqiu ‘require’ 0 13 0.0097 
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Priority 

modality 
提出_VV  tichu ‘pur forward’ 1 14 0.0088 

强调_VV  qiangdiao ‘emphasize’ 12 20 0.0061 

指出_VV  zhichu ‘point out’ 56 34 0.0031 

提醒_VV tixing ‘remind’ 0 4 0.0030 

建议_VV jianyi ‘suggest’ 1 5 0.0025 

警告_VV jinggao ‘warn’ 0 3 0.0022 

Table 17. Attitude verbs with High Preference to Non-Priority or Priority 

 However, attitude verbs and their embedded modal expressions can have different readings. 

For example, in sentences like I believe you should follow the law, the Non-Priority attitude verb 

believe can be the environmental attitude of the Priority modal expression should, and this 

sentence receives a compositional reading of these two modal elements. Also, attitude verbs like 

qiangdiao ‘emphasize’ and zhichu ‘point out’ co-occurred with both modality types for more 

than 10 times, and it is not certain whether their meanings prefer a particular modality type. 

Therefore, some of the attitude verbs listed in Table 17 may be biased by chance.  

 

5.3.3 Prejacent 

 Features extracted from prejacent contain terms from different natural classes, among which 

nouns are usually subjects or objects of prejacent, verbs are usually predicates, adjectives and 

adverbs are modifiers, prepositions are adjuncts. Among those features, two modal words hui 

‘will/can’ and yao ‘need/should’ stand out as good indicators for Non-Priority and Priority 

respectively. This is because of the succession of modal expressions such as jiang hui ‘will will’, 

where both jiang ‘will’ and hui ‘will’ are Non-Priority and hui is the predicate of jiang’s 

prejacent, and yiding yao ‘must should’, where both yiding ‘must’ and yao ‘should’ are Priority 

and yao is the predicate of yiding’s prejacent. Additionally, formal language (e.g., gongmin 

‘citizen’), legal language (e.g., faren ‘juridical person’), and political cliche (e.g., renzhen 
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‘careful’) tend to be indicators of Priority modality. Table 18 lists features extracted from 

prejacent that are biased towards Priority modal expressions, their frequencies as associated with 

different modality types, and their information gain.  

 Lemma_ 

POS 

Pinyin Gloss Freq(w,Non

-Priority) 

Freq(w, 

Priority) 

InfoGain 

Verb 要_VV      yao ‘need/should’ 16 33 0.0116 

持有_VV  chiyou ‘possess’ 0 10 0.0074 

加强_VV jiaqiang ‘enhance’ 8 16 0.0055 

做好_VV  zuohao ‘do ... well’ 0 7 0.0052 

申请_VV  shenqing ‘apply’ 3 9 0.0038 

坚持_VV  jianchi ‘persist in’ 0 5 0.0037 

建立_VV jianli ‘build’ 7 11 0.0032 

签发_VV qianfa  ‘issue’ 1 6 0.0032 

设立_VV sheli ‘establish’ 1 6 0.0032 

Noun 证件_NN  zhengjian ‘ID’ 1 16 0.0102 

共和国_N

N  

gongheguo ‘republic’ 0 7 0.0052 

机关_NN  jiguan ‘office’ 0 6 0.0045 

国籍_NN guoji ‘nationality’ 0 6 0.0045 

外国_NN waiguo ‘foreign’ 2 9 0.0044 

经营_NN jingying ‘operate’ 8 13 0.0039 

行政区_N

N 

xingzhengqu ‘administrativ

e region’ 

4 10 0.0039 

公务员_N

N  

gongwuyuan ‘public 

servant’ 

0 5 0.0037 

葡萄牙_N

R  

putaoya ‘Portugal’ 0 5 0.0037 

财务_NN  caiwu ‘finance’ 0 5 0.0037 

税收_NN  shuishou ‘revenue’ 0 5 0.0037 

公民_NN  gongmin ‘citizen’ 0 5 0.0037 

法人_NN  faren ‘juridical 

person’ 

0 5 0.0037 

协商_NN xieshang ‘negotiation’ 0 5 0.0037 

建设_NN  jiangshe ‘construction’ 5 10 0.0034 

措施_NN cuoshi ‘method’ 5 10 0.0034 

制度_NN  zhidu ‘system’ 4 9 0.0033 

Modifier 有关_JJ  youguan ‘relevant’ 1 17 0.0110 

认真_AD renzhen ‘careful’ 0 5 0.0037 

特别_JJ tebie ‘special’ 5 10 0.0034 
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Prepositi

on 

按_P  an ‘according 

to’ 

0 5 0.0037 

凭_P ping ‘depend on’ 0 5 0.0037 

Table 18. Words in Prejacents with High Preference to Priority Modality 

 There are also some highly biased terms for Non-Priority modal expressions, but since the 

majority class is Non-Priority, these biased terms have quite low information gain. Therefore, 

they are not listed here. 

 

5.3.4 Subject of Prejacent 

 Among substantive words extracted from subject of prejacent, terms that are related to the 

economy tend to co-occur with Non-Priority modality, since they are less controllable and are 

likely to be the topic of predictions, while terms that are agentive are always associated with 

Priority modality because they are more controllable and therefore can bear the obligation and 

permission. Some examples are listed in Table 19.  

 Lemma_

POS 

Pinyin Gloss Freq(w,Non

-Priority) 

Freq(w, 

Priority) 

InfoGain 

Features 

for Non-

Priority 

modality 

经济_NN  jingji ‘the 

economy’ 

14 0 0.0016 

香港_NR xianggang ‘Hong Kong’ 14 0 0.0016 

这_PN zhe ‘this’ 12 0 0.0014 

产业_NN  chanye ‘industry’ 9 0 0.0011 

Features 

for Priority 

modality 

公民_NN gongmin ‘citizen’ 0 3 0.0022 

社会_NN  shehui ‘society’ 1 4 0.0019 

创业者
_NN  

chuangyezhe ‘entrepreneur

’ 

1 4 0.0019 

我们_PN  women ‘we’ 14 15 0.0017 

Table 19. Subject of Prejacents with High Preference to Non-Priority or Priority 

 According to Table 19, terms like jingji ‘the economy’ and xianggang ‘Hong Kong’ seems to 

highly skewed towards Non-Priority modality. However, in sentences like the economy must 
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grow, must is a Priority modal, and although the economy is not under the obligation to improve 

itself, the word economy is the subject of the Priority must. On the other hand, in sentences like 

Many citizens may not vote, the formal, agentive subject citizen can co-occur with the Non-

Priority may. Therefore, although some terms listed in Table 19 seem to be truly biased, they 

may not have 100% accuracy in predicting modality types in real speech. In addition, the 

meaning of proper noun women ‘we’ does not show any preference towards any modality type, 

and it is possible that women is biased by chance.    

 

5.3.5 Predicate of Prejacent 

 Among verbs extracted from predicate of prejacent, copular or linking verbs such as shi ‘be’, 

jian ‘see’, shuo ‘say’ and verbs related to results or influences such as da ‘reach to’, dailai 

‘bring’, chansheng ‘produce effect’ etc. prefer Non-Priority modality. On the other hand, verbs 

that prefer Priority modality are usually active because Priority modality reflects actions that 

people are obliged or permitted to perform. Examples of biased predicate of prejacent, their 

frequencies that are associated with different modality types, and their information gains are 

listed in Table 20. 

 Lemma_

POS 

Pinyin Gloss Freq(w,Non

-Priority) 

Freq(w, 

Priority) 

InfoGain 

Features 

for Non-

Priority 

modality 

会_VV hui ‘will/can’ 49 0 0.0057 

达_VV  da ‘reach to’ 25 0 0.0029 

带来_VV dailai ‘bring...to’ 22 0 0.0026 

见_VV jian  ‘see’ 21 0 0.0025 

提供_VV  tigong  ‘provide’ 21 0 0.0025 

产生_VV chansheng ‘produce 

effect’ 

20 0 0.0023 

实现_VV shixian ‘realize’ 20 0 0.0022 

看到_VV kandao ‘see’ 17 0 0.0020 
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达到_VV dadao ‘reach to’ 36 2 0.0019 

说_VV  shuo ‘say’ 40 3 0.0017 

是_VC shi ‘be’ 81 10 0.0016 

出现_VV chuxian ‘appear’ 24 1 0.0015 

增长_VV zengzhang ‘increase’ 13 0 0.0015 

发生_VV fasheng ‘happen’ 12 0 0.0014 

改变_VV gaibian ‘change’ 11 0 0.0013 

引起_VV yinqi ‘cause’ 9 0 0.0011 

生产_VV shengchan ‘produce’ 9 0 0.0011 

谓_VV wei ‘call’ 9 0 0.0011 

Features 

for 

Priority 

modality 

要_VV yao ‘need/should’ 7 33 0.015 

加强_VV jiaqiang ‘enhance’ 4 12 0.0050 

采取_VV caiqu ‘adopt’ 2 8 0.0038 

设立_VV sheli ‘establish’ 0 5 0.0037 

坚持_VV jianchi ‘persist in’ 0 4 0.0030 

采用_VV caiyong ‘adopt’ 0 4 0.0030 

尊重_VV zunzhong ‘respect’ 0 3 0.0022 

低于_VV diyu ‘lower than’ 0 3 0.0022 

申报_VV shenbao ‘report’ 0 3 0.0022 

配合_VV peihe ‘coordinate’ 0 3 0.0022 

申请_VV shenqing ‘apply’ 3 6 0.0020 

建立_VV jianli ‘establish’ 3 6 0.0020 

Table 20. Predicate of Prejacent with High Preference to Non-Priority or Priority 

 Although linking verbs and verbs related to influences prefer Non-Priority modality while 

active verbs prefer Priority modality, they don’t have 100% accuracy in predicting modality 

types. For example, linking verbs like jian ‘see’ and shuo ‘say’ can be used with deontic modals 

in sentences like you should see/say that. In addition, active verbs can be modified by ability 

modals to express the capacity to do something, as in John can swim. Therefore, linking verbs 

don’t necessarily prefer Non-Priority modality and active verbs don’t necessarily prefer Priority 

modality. 

 

5.3.6 Source 
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 According to the annotation guidelines, circumstantial modal expressions, which are Non-

Priority do not have a source. Therefore, most valuable features extracted from sources are 

associated with Priority modal expressions. These features can be classified into three groups: 

different types of law, different authorities, and punctuations used for indicating book titles. 

Table 21 lists some of these features according to their semantic group, their frequencies with 

respect to different modality types, and their information gain. 

 Lemma_ 

pos  

Pinyin Gloss Freq(w,Non-

Priority) 

Freq(w, 

Priority) 

InfoGain 

Law 规定_NN guiding ‘regulation’ 1 8 0.0045 

法律_NN falü ‘law’ 0 5 0.0037 

修正案
_NN 

xiuzhengan ‘amendment’ 0 5 0.0037 

条例_NN tiaoli ‘regulation’ 0 3 0.0022 

基本法
_NN 

jibenfa ‘the 

fundamental 

law’ 

0 3 0.0022 

Authority 中共_NN zhonggong ‘the 

Communist 

Party of 

China’ 

0 6 0.0044 

中央_NN zhongyang ‘the Central 

Committee 

of the Party’ 

1 7 0.0039 

卢仁法
_NR 

Lu Renfa ‘former 
deputy 

director of 

State 

Taxation 

Bureau ’ 

0 5 0.0037 

宋键_NR Song Jian ‘former vice 

chairman of 
the national 

committee of 

CPPCC’ 

1 6 0.0032 

联合国
_NR 

lianheguo ‘the U.N.’ 0 4 0.0030 

app:ds:the
app:ds:Communist
app:ds:Party
app:ds:of
app:ds:China
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陕西省
_NR 

Shanxishen

g 

‘Shanxi 

province’ 

0 4 0.0030 

国务院
_NN 

guowuyuan ‘State 

department’ 

0 3 0.0022 

李鹏_NR Li Peng ‘former 

Prime 

Minister of 

China’ 

0 3 0.0022 

胡锦涛
_NR 

Hu Jintao ‘former 

president of 

China’ 

0 3 0.0022 

银行_NN yinhang ‘bank’ 1 4 0.0019 

国家_NN  guojia ‘state’ 1 4 0.0019 

政府_NN zhengfu ‘government

’ 

1 4 0.0019 

Punctuation 」_PU/

「_PU 

shuminghao ‘book title 

mark’ 

1 7 0.0039 

 

《_PU/ 

》_PU 

shuminghao ‘book title 

mark’ 

0 3 0.0022 

Table 21. Source with High Preference to Priority Modality 

 According to Table 21, some selected terms can be the source of both Priority and Non-

Priority (e.g., epistemic) modal expressions. Although the meaning of these terms does prefer 

Priority modality, they do not guarantee 100% accuracy in identifying Priority modals in real 

speech. 

 

5.3.7 Background 

 Features extracted from background are very diverse. However, there are some distinctive 

terms. On the Non-Priority side, prepositions that indicate temporal expressions or current and 

changing situations are more likely to associate with Non-Priority modals, such as dao ‘until’, 

suizhe ‘along with’, yi ‘with’, meiyou ‘without’ etc. Furthermore, measure words like nian ‘year’ 

and temporal nouns like muqian ‘present’ tend to be biased toward Non-Priority modals. On the 
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Priority side, prepositional phrases that concern with legal process and purposes are good 

indicators, which always start with prepositions like jing ‘through’, weile ‘in order to’, cai ‘then’ 

etc. Examples of the biased words extracted from background are listed in Table 22, with their 

frequencies associated with different modality types and their information gain.  

 Lemma_

POS 

Pinyin Gloss Freq(w,Non 

-Priority) 

Freq(w, 

Priority) 

InfoGain 

Features 

for Non-

Priority 

modality 

到_ P  dao ‘until/when’ 21 0 0.0025 

没有_VE meiyou ‘no/without’ 19 0 0.0022 

年_M nian ‘year’ 44 3 0.0020 

随着_P  suizhe ‘along with’ 13 0 0.0015 

以_P yi ‘with/from’ 21 1 0.0012 

目前_NT muqian ‘present’ 10 0 0.0012 

Features 

for Priority 

modality 

才_AD cai ‘(something 

should be done) 

then (some 

results)’ 

4 13 0.0057 

为了_P weile ‘in order to’ 2 7 0.0031 

未_AD wei ‘not’ 1 5 0.0025 

经_P jing ‘though’ 1 5 0.0025 

Table 22. Words Extracted from Background with High Preference to Non-Priority or Priority 

 The terms listed in Table 22 are semantically associated with particular modality types, and 

those propositions are good indicators for identifying the background of modal expressions. 

However, some of them can appear with both Non-Priority and Priority modality, thus they 

cannot guarantee 100% accuracy in predicting modality types in real speech. 

 

5.3.8 Negation 

 Among all 2996 annotated cases, negation is realized by only two negative adverbs, namely 

bu ‘not’ and wei ‘not’. They both have an information gain in predicting modality types. These 

two words as listed in Table 23. 
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 Lemma_POS Pinyin Gloss Freq(w,Non

-Priority) 

Freq(w, 

priority) 

InfoGain 

Features 

for Priority 

modality 

不_ AD  bu ‘not’ 206 102 0.0060 

未_AD wei ‘not’ 28 0 0.0033 

Table 23. Negative adverbs with High Preference to Priority Modality 

 According to Table 23, Priority modality is more likely to be negated by bu ‘not’ than Non-

Priority modality. However, since Non-Priority modal expressions are much more popular than 

Priority modal expressions, more Non-Priority modal expressions are negated than Priority ones. 

Therefore, the negative marker bu ‘not’ is not a good indicator for Priority modality. Wei ‘not’ is 

an accurate indicator for Non-Priority because it can only co-occur with Non-Priority modal 

expressions. 

 To sum up, all the feature sets discussed in Section 5.3 contain highly biased terms, the sort 

required to provide clues for identifying modality type. These terms, which appear at least three 

times and have information gain, are used as features to form different feature sets, and these 

feature sets are used to train classifiers for automatic modality type disambiguation. The 

performance of each feature set is evaluated by the accuracy of the classifier that is trained with 

it. 

 It is possible that some of the features used in this thesis are biased by chance, because they 

appear with both Non-Priority and Priority modals more than ten times in the corpus and their 

meanings do not particularly associate with any modality type. These features include 

environmental attitude like qiangdiao ‘emphasize’ and zhichu ‘point out’, and subject of 

prejacent like women ‘we’. In the future study, a larger and more balanced corpus should be used 
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to avoid the biases that happen by chance. It is also true that many features or their semantic 

categories can co-occur with both Non-Priority and Priority modals, although their meanings are 

more related to one modality type. These features include lemma like neng ‘can/may’, keyi 

‘can/may’, ke ‘can/may’ etc.; environmental attitude like jianyi ‘suggest’; subject of prejacent 

like shehui ‘society’ and chuangyezhe ‘entrepreneur’; predicate of prejacent like linking verbs, 

result verbs, agentive verbs etc.; source like laws, authorities, and punctuations that indicate 

book titles etc.; background like nian ‘year’, weile ‘in order to’, wei ‘not’ etc.; and the negative 

marker bu ‘not’. These features can be used in the disambiguation task because they are highly 

biased, but they do not have 100% accuracy in predicting the modality type of modal expressions. 

In order to improve the accuracy in predicting the exceptional cases, other features need to be 

used to further refine the result. 
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6. MODALITY TYPE DISAMBIGUATION 

 

 This section reports a supervised machine learning experiment on automatic disambiguation 

of Chinese modal expressions based on Priority and Non-Priority classification. Classifiers used 

in the disambiguation task are trained by algorithms including Naive Bayes, maximum entropy, 

and decision tree, among which maximum entropy achieved the highest accuracy. In addition, 

classifiers are fed with the traditional feature sets and attribute-oriented feature sets discussed in 

Section 5. The results show that the combination of lemma, environmental attitude, subject of 

prejacent and predicate of prejacent has the highest accuracy.  

 

6.1 Data 

 During annotation, 2996 sentences were tagged with a particular modality type. These types 

were collapsed to Priority and Non-Priority in order to improve the reliability. Size and IAA of 

the data set are listed in Table 24. 

 

Size of Data Estimated IAA of Data 

Non-Priority Priority Sum 
IAA 

(precision) 

IAA 

 (Kappa) 

All  2351 (0.7847) 645 (0.2153) 2996 0.9756 0.9381 

Table 24. Size and IAA of Data 

 Classifiers were trained with different feature sets, including sets of surrounding words and 

sets of attribute-oriented features. Traditional feature sets are extracted from different ranges of 

context around target modal expressions, varying somewhere from the word alone to the entire 

sentence. The context is treated as a bag of words. On the other hand, as mentioned in Section 

5.1, features extracted from seven annotated attributes as well as lemma are divided into three 
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levels: lexical, syntactic, and semantic/pragmatic. Feature sets used in this experiment are listed 

in Table 25.  

Category Feature sets 

Traditional features lemma 

context = 3 8 

context = 5 

context = 7 

whole sentence 

Features 

extracted from 

annotated  

attributes 

Lexical lemma 

Syntactic environmental attitude, prejacent, subject of prejacent, 

predicate of prejacent. 

Semantic 

/Pragmatic 

source, background, negation. 

Table 25. Feature sets used in training classifiers for automatic disambiguation  

 In order to eliminate noise in each feature set, terms that appear less than three times or do not 

have information gain are filtered out. 

 

6.2 Methods 

6.2.1 Supervised machine learning 

This experiment is based on supervised machine learning. Computers are trained to 

understand natural language by studying examples of human speech. In unsupervised machine 

learning, computers are fed with raw data and left to observe patterns on their own. Supervised 

machine learning provides computers with a set of analyzed data, such as annotated training data. 

It is like putting a piece of the puzzle in place for the computer, so the computer can use the 

knowledge to better guess where the rest of the pieces belong. Compared to unsupervised 

machine learning, supervised machine learning is much more labor-intensive and time-

consuming when annotated data is not available. However, it provides knowledge to computers, 

                                                   
8 “Context = 3” means using three words that precede the target modal and three words that follow the target modal.  
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without which computers cannot fulfill the task because they cannot gain such knowledge from 

existing data by itself. 

  

6.2.2 Algorithm for training classifiers 

6.2.2.1 Naive Bayes  

 The Naive Bayes algorithm is based on Bayes’ Theorem (Manning & Schutze 1999: 235-239), 

which is shown in (37). 

 (37) P(B|A) = P(B∩A) / P(A) =  (P(A|B) * P(B)) / P(A) 

 Applying Bayes Theorem to the modality type disambiguation, the formula in (37) can be 

rewritten as (38): 

 (38) P(mt|c) = (P(c|mt ) * P(mt)) / P(c) 

mt means modality type and c means context. 

 Since the Naive Bayes algorithm assumes that context c consists of a set of conditional 

independent terms T = {t1, ..., tn}, the conditional probability of context c given a modality type 

mt can be estimated as the product of the conditional probabilities of each term t given a 

modality type mt, as shown in (39): 

 (39) P(c|mt ) = P(t1...tn|mt) = ∏tx∈T P(tx |mt) 

 Therefore, the probability of a particular modality type mt given the context c can be 

estimated using the formula in (40): 

 (40) P(mt|c) = (P(c|mt) * P(mt)) / P(c)     

                           ≈ ∏tx∈T (tx|mt) * P(mt) 

P(c) is omitted because it is the same for all modality types. 
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 Taking the log of both sides of the equation in (40), the probability of a particular modality 

type can be estimated as (41): 

 (41) log(P (mt|c)) ≈ ∑tx∈T log (P(tx|mt )) + log(P(mt)) 

 For each modality type mtx∈MT = {mt1, ..., mtn}, log (P(mtx|c)) is calculated, and the 

modality type that corresponds to the highest log (P(mtx|c)) is chosen for the given modal 

expression. 

 This thesis uses the Naive Bayes classifier built in Weka (Hall, et al., 2009). 

 

6.2.2.2 Maximum Entropy 

 The maximum entropy classifier takes a term-sentence matrix as the input, where if a term t 

appears in a sentence s, the value of cell (s,t) in that matrix is 1, otherwise 0. Then, the algorithm 

weights each term based on the training data (e.g., 90% of the input data), and use the weights of 

terms to estimate the class of test sentences (e.g., remaining 10% of the input data). This thesis 

uses the maximum entropy classifier built in Weka (Hall, et al., 2009), which is called “logistic”.  

 

6.2.2.3 Decision Tree 

 The decision tree algorithm makes a decision based on a set of conditions. In modality type 

disambiguation, the decision is about which modality type a modal expression belongs to. The 

pattern of conditions is if a word appears in a certain position of a sentence, whether the sentence 

is Priority or Non-Priority. To make the correct decision, the algorithm starts from an initial 

condition, which selects the majority class in every case. Then, the next condition is considered. 

For example, if yinggai ‘should’ shows up in a sentence, the sentence is Priority; if not, the 
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sentence is Non-Priority. Among the set of conditions, the decision tree algorithm tries each 

condition and selects the one that results in the highest accuracy. The process continues until the 

accuracy cannot be improved any further. This thesis uses the decision tree classifier built in 

Weka (Hall, et al., 2009), which is called ‘J48’.  

 

6.2.3 Evaluation Methods 

6.2.3.1 Cross-validation vs. Holdout  

 Holdout method is a typical way of evaluation, where most data (e.g., 90% of the data) are 

used as training data, and the remaining ones are retained as the test data. Unlike the holdout 

method, n-fold cross-validation separates all data into n piles. In each run, n-1 of the files are 

used as training data while the remaining one pile is used as test data. This thesis uses the 10-fold 

cross-validation for two reasons. First, it is more efficient since all labeled sentences could be 

used to train the classifier, not only 90% of them. Second, it is more reliable since the overall 

performance of the classifier is calculated by averaging the results of ten runs, not just one. 

 

6.2.3.2 Upper boundary and lower boundary 

 Given the relative difficulties of different tasks, Gale et al. (1992a) proposed two lines for 

evaluating the performance of a classifier. The upper boundary is measured by the percentage of 

cases that human annotators agreed upon. It is called the upper boundary because computers are 

not expected to exceed the human performance, but it does not mean that computers can never 

perform better than human. The lower boundary, also known as the baseline, is the accuracy that 
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results from choosing the majority class for all cases, which equals the proportion of the majority 

class.   

 

6.3 Results 

 This section reports the accuracies9 of the system using different algorithms and feature sets, 

as shown in Table 26.  

ID Feature Set Size 
Naive 

Bayes 

Maximum 

Entropy 

Decision 

Tree 

1 
upper boundary 

 (IAA % agreement) 
NA 0.9756 0.9756 0.9756 

2 
lower boundary 

 (% Non-Priority) 
NA 0.7847 0.7847 0.7847 

Single Feature Sets 

3 lemma  14 0.9219 0.9252 0.9252 

4 context = 3  130 0.7917 0.8301 0.7897 

5 context = 5  170 0.7914 0.8485 0.7947 

6 context = 7  212 0.7747 0.8571 0.7874 

7 whole Sentence 620 0.8832 0.8882 0.9015 

8 environmental attitude 13 0.7784 0.8067 0.7874 

9 prejacent  202 0.7717 0.8331 0.7924 

10 subject of prejacent 9 0.7847 0.7887 0.7847 

11 predicate of prejacent 33 0.7927   0.8104 0.7927 

12 source 34 0.7847 0.8114 0.7847 

13 background 49 0.7847 0.8004 0.7857 

14 negation  2 0.7847 0.7847 0.7847 

Combined Feature Sets 

15 lemma, context = 3  (3, 4) 140 0.9286 0.9316 0.9249 

16 lemma, context = 5  (3, 5) 179 0.9226 0.9356 0.9242 

17 lemma, context = 7  (3, 6) 223 0.9094 0.9342 0.9246 

18 lemma, environmental attitude (3,8) 27 0.9236 0.9296 0.9252 

19 lemma, prejacent (3.9) 216 0.9142 0.9223 0.9332 

20 lemma, subject of prejacent (3,10) 23 0.9219 0.9262 0.9252 

21 lemma, predicate of prejacent (3,11) 47 0.9252 0.9362 0.9316 

22 lemma, source (3,12) 48 0.9219 0.9289 0.9252 

23 lemma, background (3,13) 63 0.9229 0.9272 0.9252 

                                                   
9 Since the disambiguation system has to choose one of the two modality types, the precision and the recall of the 

system are measuring the same thing, which can be represented by the overall accuracy of the system.   
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24 lemma, negation (3,14) 16 0.9219 0.9199 0.9252 

25 
subject of prejacent, predicate of 

prejacent (10,11) 
42 0.7927 0.8114 0.7927 

26 

environmental attitude,subject of 

prejacent, predicate of prejacent 

(8,10,11) 

55 0.7860 0.8268 0.7954 

27 environmental attitude, prejacent (8,9) 215 0.7670 0.8431 0.7921 

28 Syntactic-level feature sets (8-11) 247 0.7704 0.8451 0.7941 

29 source, background (12, 13) 83 0.7847 0.8241 0.7857 

30 Semantic-level feature sets (12-14) 85 0.7850 0.8228 0.7854 

31 
Syntactic-level feature sets, source, 

background (8-13) 
340 0.7750 0.8591 0.7954 

32 
lemma, subject of prejacent, predicate 

of prejacent (3, 10, 11) 
56 0.9252 0.9359 0.9316 

33 

lemma, environmental attitude,subject 

of prejacent, predicate of prejacent (3, 

8, 10, 11) 

69 0.9266 0.9383 0.9316 

34 
lemma, environmental attitude, 

prejacent (3, 8, 9) 
229 0.9142 0.9209 0.9332 

35 
lemma, Syntactic-level feature sets (3, 

8-11) 
271 0.9146 0.9199 0.9332 

36 lemma, source, background (3, 12, 13) 97 0.9229 0.9306 0.9252 

37 
lemma, Semantic-level feature sets (3, 

12-14) 
99 0.9229 0.9265 0.9252 

38 

lemma, environmental attitude, subject 

of prejacent, predicate of prejacent, 

source, background (3, 8, 10-13) 

152 0.9269 0.9366 0.9316 

39 
lemma, Syntactic-level feature sets, 

source, background (3, 8-13) 
354 0.9165 0.9122 0.9332 

 Table 26. Accuracies of Three Classifiers Trained by Different Feature Sets (Cases in purple 

used traditional feature sets while cases in green used features extracted from annotated data.) 

 Table 26 shows the accuracies of classifiers trained by three algorithms: Naive Bayes, 

maximum entropy, and decision tree using different combinations of feature sets listed in Table 

25. The upper boundary of this experiment is estimated by the precision of the annotation in the 

first trial, based on Non-Priority and Priority classification, which is 0.9756. The lower boundary 

or baseline of this experiment is the accuracy of selecting the most popular modality type for 

each case, which is 0.7847. Among single feature sets (3-14), lemma (3) has the highest accuracy 
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in predicting the modality type for a modal expression, which is 0.9252. All other single feature 

sets improve the baseline, except for negation. Among combinations of lemma with traditional 

feature sets (15-17), lemma together with context = 5 (16) achieves the highest accuracy - 0.9356. 

Among the combinations of lemma with annotated feature sets (18-39), lemma together with 

environmental attitude, subject of prejacent and predicate of the prejacent (33) achieves the 

highest accuracy - 0.9383. Comparing prejacent (9) with subject of prejacent plus predicate of 

prejacent (25), the former have better accuracy than the latter. However, when considering 

lemma, lemma and prejacent (19) have lower accuracy than the combination of lemma, subject 

and predicate of prejacent (32). This conflict may be due to the fact that prejacent (9) contains 

more useful features as well as more noise than subject of prejacent plus predicate of prejacent 

(25).  

 The performances of different feature sets show that modal expressions themselves are good 

indicators of their modality types, and features extracted from annotated data have better 

predicting power than features collected from surrounding words, as listed in Table 25. One 

reason for the latter observation is that features extracted from annotated data have clearer 

syntactic or semantic relations with the target modal expressions, while terms, which have the 

same lemma with features but without the same relations, are filtered out, thus avoiding bringing 

potential noise in the feature set. Another reason is that many useful features, especially source 

and background, may not appear near the target modal expressions. Therefore, extracting 

features from surrounding words within limited distances will miss these remote features. With 

less noise and more useful features, it is not surprising that the combinations of annotation-

oriented feature sets outperform the combination of traditional feature sets, as shown in Table 26. 
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 In terms of algorithms, maximum entropy has the highest average accuracies with most 

feature sets, while the performance of Naive Bayes and decision tree with most feature sets does 

not improve over the baseline performance. In order to evaluate whether the accuracies of the 

three algorithms are truly different, t-test (unpaired) is used based on the ten accuracies of each 

algorithm coming from the ten-fold cross-validation. The null hypothesis is that the average 

accuracies of two selected algorithms with a particular feature set are the same. If the t score is 

high enough or p-value is low enough (e.g., p<0.05) to reject the null hypothesis, the null 

hypothesis is very unlikely to be true; if not, the evidence is not enough to prove that the average 

accuracies of the two algorithms are not the same. Table 27 compares the different average 

accuracies between maximum entropy and Naive Bayes, maximum entropy and decision tree, 

and Naive Bayes and decision tree given some feature sets, and lists the possibility that the null 

hypothesis is true for each comparison as the p-value.  

ID Feature Set 

P-value 

(Maximum 

Entropy vs. 

Naive Bayes ) 

P-value 

(Maximum 

Entropy vs. 

Decision Tree) 

P-value (Naive 

Bayes vs. 

Decision Tree) 

3 lemma  0.5322 1.0 0.5322 

8 environmental attitude 8.578e-05 0.0031 0.0326 

13 background 0.0002 0.0004 0.6392 

16 lemma, context = 5  (3, 5) 0.0607 0.0803 0.7844 

33 

lemma, environmental 

attitude,subject of prejacent, 

predicate of prejacent (3, 8, 10, 

11) 

0.0314 0.2501 0.2953 

39 

lemma, Syntactic-level feature 

sets, source, background (3, 8-

13) 

0.653 0.0299 0.0241 
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Table 27. Statistical Significance of Differences of the Three Algorithms’ Average Accuracies 

(Cases in purple used traditional feature sets while cases in green used features extracted from 

annotated data.) 

 According to Table 27, maximum entropy is significantly (p<0.01) better than the other two 

algorithms with most feature sets, such as in Experiment 8 and 13. However, there are cases 

where the different performances between the three algorithms are not so significant (p>0.05), 

such as Experiment 3. There are also cases where the difference between maximum entropy and 

Naive Bayes is significant (p<0.05), but the difference between maximum entropy and decision 

tree is not (p>0.05), such as Experiment 33. In addition, there are cases where decision tree is 

significantly (p<0.05) better than maximum entropy, such as Experiment 39. These results 

suggest that the overall performance of maximum entropy is better than the other two algorithms, 

but with particular feature sets, it is possible for decision tree to achieve the same accuracy or 

even better accuracy compared with the result of maximum entropy.  

 Notably, the low accuracies for all algorithms may be due to the data scarcity. As mentioned 

in Section 4.2, many features only appear in a small portion of cases, therefore some of them 

only appear in training data but do not appear in test data or vice versa. Moreover, the unsatisfied 

performance of Naive Bayes may due to the fact that the probability of the majority class (Non-

Priority) was weighted too much, and the preference of features did not overcome the overall 

preference of the majority class.  

 To sum up, annotation of attributes is promising because features extracted from annotated 

data yield better results than features collected from surrounding words. In addition, maximum 

entropy consistently outperformed the other two algorithms used in this thesis, and the 
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differences between maximum entropy and the other two algorithms are statistically significant 

in most cases. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

 

In this thesis, a supervised machine learning experiment on automatic disambiguation of 

Chinese modal expressions was conducted.  

CHTB 4.0 was annotated for collecting the training data and providing detailed linguistic 

analysis of Chinese modal expressions. Annotated data showed that Non-Priority is the majority 

class of Chinese modal expressions. In terms of other attributes, nearly every Chinese modal 

expression has prejacent and predicate of prejacent. Furthermore, 30%-50% modal expressions 

have subject of prejacent, background, environmental attitude and about 12% modal expressions 

have source and negative marker. Annotated data also provided signaling terms that are 

associated with a particular modality type, which are used as the training data of the automatic 

disambiguation of Chinese modal expressions.  

The disambiguation is based on the Priority and Non-Priority classification. Three different 

algorithms were used, including Naive Bayes, maximum entropy and decision tree. Out of the 

three algorithms, maximum entropy has the best performance in modeling most feature sets. 

Among feature sets used in training classifiers, all single feature sets, except for negation, 

improved the majority class baseline. Also, the combination of lemma, environmental attitude, 

subject of prejacent, and predicate of prejacent led to 93.83% accuracy in predicting the 

modality type of a modal expression.  

Future studies involve at least five tasks. First, in order to improve the reliability of the 

annotation, a more specific guideline needs to be developed and all annotated data should be 

checked and corrected according to the new guideline. Second, in order to obtain more annotated 
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data, annotation needs to be more automatic. For example, given that CHTB contains the 

syntactic structure of each sentence, it is possible for computers to extract the word-level and 

syntactic-level attributes. Third, a more thorough feature analysis is needed for finding features 

of different modality type. Features analyzed in Section 5 can be used as seeds to bootstrap 

similar words, including synonyms, words from the same domain, words that share similar 

syntactic or semantic properties etc. Fourth, other machine learning algorithms or combinations 

of different algorithms (e.g., using three different algorithms and let them vote for make 

decisions) might be useful for this type of disambiguation task, whose performance could be 

tested using the same data set as in this thesis. Finally, with more annotated sentences and more 

accurate features, the supervised machine learning method can be applied to the disambiguation 

of a particular Chinese modal expression, one that is based on a fine-grained modality 

classification.     
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